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order to distribute the starting states more uniformly. The operation is defined

in (E0 30).

When the encryption key has been created the LFSRs are loaded with their ini-

tial values. Then, 200 stream cipher bits are created by operating the genera-

tor. Of these bits, the last 128 are fed back into the key stream generator as an

initial value of the four LFSRs. The values of C! and c, , are kept. From this

point on, when clocked the generator produces the encryption (decryption)

sequence which is bitwise XORed to the transmitted (received) payload data.

In the following, we will denote octet I of a binary sequence X by the notation

X] I] . We define bit 0 of X to be the LSB. Then, the LSB of X151 corresponds to

hit 8:‘ of the sequence X, the MSB ofX1r] is bit Sil 7 ofX. Forinstance, bit 24

of the Bluetooth address is the LS8 of ADR[3].

The details of the initialization are as follows:

1. Create the encryption key to use from the 128-bit secret key K(. and
the 128-bit publicly known EN_RAND. Let L, I 3 L 3 I6, be the

effective key length in number of octets. The resulting encryption key

will be denoted K‘._«_-:

K‘.-{.0 = ggM(1')(K{-(3') mod g“("’(x)), (1~:Q3o)

where deg-,(g‘,"’(;l-}} = 8L and deg(g‘;"’[.r}} g [28 — SL. The polynomials
are defined in Tehie 14.6.

Shift in the 3 inputs K}-, the Bluetooth address, the clock, and the six-
bit constant 111001 into the LFSRs. In total 208 bits are shifted in.

a) Open all switches shown in Figure "M8 on page 158;

b) Arrange inputs hits as shown in i"-lgcrte 14.8; Set the content of all

shift register elements to zero. Set r = I).

c) Start shifting bits into the LFSRs. The rightmost bit at each level of

i:'E§_.‘;t.i.?‘€‘ 14.8 is the first bit to enter the corresponding LFSR.

d) When the first input bit at level i reaches the rightmost position of

LFSRi, close the switch of this LFSR.

e) At r = 39 (when the switch of LFSR4 is closed), reset both blend

registers «-3., = c3.,_1 = 0; Up to this point, the content of c, and

c, 1 has been of no concern. However, from this moment forward
their content will be used in computing the output sequence.

f) From now on output symbols are generated. The remaining input

bits are oontinuously shifted into their corresponding shift register.

When the last bit has been shifted in, the shift register is clocked

with input = 0;

Note: When finished, LFSR1 has effectively clocked 30 times

with feedback closed, LFSR2 has clocked 24 times. LFSR3 has
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clocked 22 times, and LFSR4 has effectively clocked 16 times
with feedback closed.

To mix initial data, continue to clock until 200 symbols have been

produced with all switches closed (r = 239);

Keep blend registers a, and c, _ , . make a parallel load of the last 128

generated bits into the LFSRS according to Figure ‘$4.9 at r = 240;

After the parallel load in item 4, the blend register contents will be updated for

each subsequent clock.

: 

{Ll
8|

[Li

deg 32L den;

[3] 00000000 00000000 00000000 000001111 [119] 00227530 aizlfidii Cf923b9b bf6l'_'hDBf

[16] oooooooo ooonoono oooooooo 00010035 [1121 0O01e3fS 3d7659b3 ?fl3E2E8 ctrserefi

[241 cuooooao oonooooo oooooooo otoooodb [1041 Uoooolbe EG6c6c3a b1030A5a 1915aosb

[32] 00000000 oooooooo 00000001 ooooooat [96] 00000001 6abB9969 delTd6Tf d3736ad9

I40) oooooouo oooooooo 00000100 oooaooze [es] oooooooo 01530532 91da5Dec 55715247

E43] 00000000 00000000 00010000 00000291 [71] 00000000 00002c93 szaascco 54468311

[56] 00000000 00000000 01000000 00000095 [71] 00000000 000000133 E7EffCC2 79E3ul073

[54] 00000000 00000001 oooooooo oooooo1b E63] oooooooo ooonoooo a1ah815b c7ecso25

9 l?2l 00000000 00000100 oooooooo oooooeoe [491 oooooooo oooooooo 0002c980 lidshodd

10 [so] 00000000 00010000 00000090 00000215 E42] 00000000 00000000 onooosae 2dE9AIbb

11 [39] 00000000 01000000 oooooooo O000013b [35] oooooooo oooooooo oooooooc a76024d7

12 00000001 oonooooo oaoooooo ooooooed [23] 00000000 oooooooo oooooooo lc9c26b9

13 oooooloo oacooooo ouoooono oooooded I21} ouoooooo oooooono oooooooo 0O26d9e3

14 00010000 oooooooo oooooooo 00000145 :14} oaoooona nuonaooo ouoooooo oooo4317

15 01000000 00000000 00000000 00000097 [71 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000039

16 [123] 1 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000001

Table 14.6: Polynomials used when creating K}.

All polynomials are in hexadeolmal notation. The l_SB is in the rlghtinosfposltlon.

In Figure ta-3.8, all bits are shifted into the LFSRS. starting with the least signifi-

cant bit (LSB). For instance, from the third octet of the address. ADR[2], first

ADR15 is entered, followed by ADR17, etc. Furthermore, CLO corresponds to

CLK1,..., CL25 corresponds to CLK25.

Note that the output symbols .1-j,:' = I, 4 are taken from the positions 24, 24,

32, and 32 for LFSR1, LFSR2,LFSR3, and LFSR4, respectively (counting the

leftmost position as number 1).
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AD|t[-t[t‘l_[1]I\Lc‘[l4]1(c'[!i.I|Kc'[fi]Kt-‘[2] £1.25

‘ =1’
AJJll]:"| .-\l)R[l| Kc'[]i] Kc'[l I |Ki:'[‘.'| K4213] (.‘.|.[I'.I]_] I I

Figure 14.8: Arranging the input to the i_FSRs.

In Figure 14.9, the 128 binary output symbols Z0,..., Z127 are arranged in octets

denoted Z[O],.... Z[15]. The LSB of Z[0] corresponds to the first of these sym-

bols, the MSB of Z[15] is the latest output from the generator. These bits shall

be loaded into the LFSRs according to the figure. It is a parallel load and no

update of the blend registers is done. The first output symbol is generated at

the same time. The octets are written into the registers with the LS8 in the left-

most position (i.e. the opposite of before). For example, 224 is loaded into posi-

tion 1 of LFSR4.

.7
z[4] z[3]

PET In

z[1] | ::[5] z[9]

”‘ -T -vi’ -=7
z[2] Z[6] z[m] z[13]

Figure 14.9.’ Distribution of the 128 test generated output symbois within the LFSRS.

14.3.6 Key stream sequence

When the initialization is finished, the output from the summation combiner is

used for encryptionidecryption. The first bit to use is the one produced at the

parallel load, i.e. at r = 240. The circuit is run for the entire length of the current

payload. Then, before the reverse direction is started. the entire initialization

process is repeated with updated values on the input parameters.
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Sample data of the encryption output sequence can be found in “.&\pper‘.déx l‘v""'

on page Encryption Sample Data. A necessary, but not sufficient, condi-

tion for all Bluetooth-compliant implementations is to produce these encryption
streams for identical initialization values.

14.4 AUTHENTICATION

The entity authentication used in Bluetooth uses a challenge-response scheme

in which a claimant's knowledge of a secret key is checked through a 2-move

protocol using symmetric secret keys. The latter implies that a correct claimant!

verifier pair share the same secret key. for example K. In the challenge-

response scheme the verifier challenges the claimant to authenticate a random

input (the challenge), denoted by AU_RANDA, with an authentication oode,

denoted by E] , and return the result SRES to the verifier, see 14.30 on

page ‘$59. This figure shows also that in Bluetooth the input to E1 consists of

the tuple AU_RAN DA and the Bluetooth device address (BD_ADDR) of the

claimant. The use of this address prevents a simple reflection attack‘. The
secret K shared by units A and B is the current link key.

Verifier (Unit A} Claimant (Unit B)

AU R/‘NBA AU RAND“ AU RANDA

BD ADDRB

Link key

Figure 14.10: Chaiienge-response for the Biuetooth.

The challenge-response scheme for symmetric keys used in the Bluetooth is

depicted in i3'§g=..=r'e 14.1? on page ’§‘}’tJ.

1. The reflection attack actually forms no threat in Bluetooth because all service requests are
dealt with on a FIFO bases. When pre-emption is introduced, this attack is potentially dan-
gerous.
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Verifier Claimant

(User Al {Uscr B. with identity {DB}

SRES — Eikcy. IDB. RAND]

SRES' = Eikuy. IDB, RAND":

Check: SRES‘ — SRES

Figure 14. ‘ii: Chaiienge-response for symmetric key systems.

In the Bluetooth. the verifier is not necessarily the master. The application indi-

cates who has to be authenticated by whom. Certain appiications only require

a one-way authentication. However, in some peer-to-peer communications.

one might prefer a mutual authentication in which each unit is subsequently the

challenger (verifier) in two authentication procedures. The LM coordinates the

indicated authentication preferences by the application to determine in which

direction(s) the authentication(s) has to take place. For mutual authentication

with the units of i~"tg-are 14.18 on page ‘Z59, after unit A has successfully

authenticated unit B, unit B could authenticate unit A by Sending a AU_RAND3

(different from the AU_RAN DA that unit A issued) to unit A, and deriving the

SRES and SRES‘ from the new AU_RANDB, the address of unit A, and the link

key KAB.

If an authentication is successful the value of ACO as produced by E, should
be retained.

14.4.1 Repeated attempts

When the authentication attempt faiis, a certain waiting interval must pass

before a new authentication attempt can be made. For each subsequent

authentication failure with the same Bluetooth address, the waiting interval

shall be increased exponentially. That is. after each failure, the waiting interval

before a new attempt can be made, for example. twice as long as the waiting

interval prior to the previous attempt1. The waiting interval shalt be limited to a
maximum. The maximum waiting interval depends on the implementation. The

waiting time shall exponentially decrease to a minimum when no new failed

attempts are being made during a certain time period. This procedure prevents

an intruder to repeat the authentication procedure with a large number of differ-

ent keys.

1. An other appropriate value larger than 1 may be used.
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To make the system somewhat less vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks, the

Bluetooth units should keep a list of individual waiting intervais for each unit it

has established contact with. Clearly, the size of this list must be restricted only
to contain the N units with which the most recent contact has been made. The

number N can vary for different units depending on available memory size and
user environment.

14.5 THE AUTHENTICATION AND KEY-GENERATING

FUNCTIONS

This section describes the algorithmic means for supporting the Bluetooth

security requirements on authentication and key generation.

14.5.1 The authentication function E1

The authentication function E] proposed for the Bluetooth is a computationally

secure authentication code, or often called a MAC. E, uses the encryption

function called SAFER+. The atgorithm is an enhanced version‘ of an existing
64-bit block cipher SAFER-SK128, and it is freely available. In the sequel the

block cipher will be denoted as the function A, which maps under a 128-bit key.

a 128-bit input to a 128-bit output, i.e.

‘ 123 123 123

A,.. {0,l} ><{0,[} —){0,l} (E031)
(k x x] i—> r.

The details of A, are given in the next section. The function E: is constructed

using A,. as follows

E : 0‘ I 133 0, I 12:4 0’ I 43 0‘ I 33 0, I 9:5
.i } ><{ l ><l i—>l }><{ } (mm

(K, RAND, address) l—>(SRES, ACO),

where SRES = Hr:s:'1[K, RAND,addrcss, 6)[U, 3], where Hash is a keyed hash

function defined asz.

Hasi:r:{0, I }'2“x to. llmx in. 1}“""‘x is, 12} —> {(1. I :33“

(K. I], «'3. L) i—>.4‘.-tlif]. [E02, L) +1‘, <A,.U<. Il)<+3u,!l)1),

and where

1. It is presently one of the contenders for the Advanced Encryption Standard (AE8) submitted
by Cylinlc, Corp. Sunnyvale, USA

2. The operator +15 denotes bytewise addition mod 256 of the 16 octets. and the operator 69,5

denotes bytewise XORing of the 16 octets.
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Eziu,1}*""‘x{6,12_:--+{u,1}*"“°

(X[0,....L l],L) |—>(X[i(modL-)] fori=0...l5),
(17-Q 34}

is an expansion of the L octet word X into a 128-bit word. Thus we see that we

have to evaluate the function A, twice for each evaluation of El . The key I? for

the second use of .4, (actually A',.) is offseted from K as follows‘

K10] =u<[0] l 233) mod 256, K[l]=K[l]Ei-D229,

R12] =(K[2] : 223) rnod256, K[3]=K[3]EB 193,

iq41=(K[4]+179) mod256, K[5]=K|5]®l6'i,

R16] =(K[6] l 149) mod 256, K[7]=K[?]EBl3l,

.?<[s]=K[8]e233, iC[9]=(K[9] : 229) mod 256,

icnoi =1<[:o]@223, k[n1=u<[111+193)mod256,

k[12]=K[z2]ea179. i<[13]=u<[13] u 16?) mod 256,

i<[I41=K[I4is) I49. f<[15]=(K[15] u 131) n1od256.

A data flowchart of the computation of El is depicted in Figure ‘$4.12 on page

'3 7'3. E, is also used to deliver the parameter ACO (Authenticated Ciphering

Offset) that is used in the generation of the ciphering key by E_,_ , see equations

EEG 23} and {EC} 43}. The value of ACO is formed by the octets 4 through 15 of

the output of the hash function defined in (EC? 33'}. i.e.

ACO = H(:s!z(K, RAND,address, 6)]-4, ..., I5]. (EQ 36}

1. The constants are the first largest primes below 257 for which 10 is a primitive root.
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xor :16 8-bit xor-ings

add: 16 8-bit additions mod 256

Figure 14.12: Fiow ofdara for the computation of E 1 .

14.5.2 The functions A, and A’,

The function A, is identical to SAFER-I». It consists of a set of8 layers, (each

layer is called a round) and a parallel mechanism for generating the sub keys

KP[_,i], p = I, 2, ..., 1?, the so-called round keys to be used in each round. The

function will produce a 128-bit result from a 128-bit "random" input string and a

128-bit “key". Besides the function .4,_. a slightly modified version referred to as

A’, is used in which the input of round 1 is added to the input of the 3rd round.

This is done to make the modified version non-invertible and prevents the use

of A’, (especially in E1, ) as an encryption function. See §’§gure M-f3 on page
‘ii’-4 for details.

14.5.2.1 The round computations

The computations in each round are a composition of encryption with a round

key. substitution, encryption with the next round key, and, finally. a Pseudo

Hadamard Transform (PHT). The computations in a round are shown in Fig:..=re

14.1.’: on page ‘Jet-. The sub keys for round r, r = l, 2, 8 are denoted
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K3,. ][j]. K3,.[,il,,«' = 0, 1, 15.Afterthe last round knl,-‘| is applied in a similar

fashion as all previous odd numbered keys.

14.5.2.2 The substitution boxes ‘'9'’ and “i”

In Figure 1.4.113 on page tit: two boxes occur, marked “e" and "I". These boxes

implement the same substitutions as used in SAFER+; i.e. they implement

e.i : {0,...,255}—>{0,...,255},

e : i |—>(45*' (mod 257)) (mod 256),

I : 1‘ l—>j s.t. i = e(i}.

Their role, as in the SAFER+ algorithm, is to introduce non-linearity.

lJr:l_\- lur .-\’r in romul 3

I.“ A In pu|[fl..I5!15-.'-..—es-...- '._-uIL.'9.4 IE .
.. . 1\m|n..1s|.§..._'—f.--12-_'-u'sea...-I-...____'..—n=-u-—'_‘—¢-'—a2-.-—.-u— 11-4as-I-"-o'_3-ow-43-_I-w-w-n .:'-u'-41-.I:'-I‘$6I: IIIT-u Kzr|fl..l5]

.Y 'I'.. I 'l' .'l' .. .'I' Y

PIIT I PIl1' I I PHT I Mr: I
_ i lI I I 'I' I I 'I' I’

I‘ERMl‘T'E:8ll I2l52I65IEl9I-il.![|T-i]
I I I
.l_.l. _I._L _I._t.. _L__.t .I_1 _i_.I _i_t.

PUT I PHTI PHT “HT I PH1'I I PIITI PHT_I PHT
.i Z L ! l..I' .'l 'l' 1. ._I. I'.. _'I_ .I ..I_ .1. .I. I.

l‘ERMl."[‘I'-_':8lII2l52|65I£I9I4l.Hl7-£3

._l L_ I _I I|_I L.
I'H'l'_IPH'l'LIIPHTI PHTI

I I‘ I‘ 'I'. I 1' I
Pl-‘.RMl‘TE:8IIl2I52l65Iil9I-II.HI74.!

"iii |.I
.! Ll r:_i I. 1.:1: _II I‘ .

IPll'I' PHTI rm PH'l':IPHTIIl‘HTI r

....
. 53¢: £_ .: ;_ .

3‘ ndllltlon mod :56

R(‘Jl.‘NDr.I-1.2....“

I -I
I

I

"’f' hllvtlse xon
PIlTIx.5'>- E2x+3- mm! 1515. n+_\- mm] 256!

Figure 14.13: One round in .4, and A3. . The permuatetion boxes show how input byte indices are
mapped onto output byte indioes. Thus, position 0 (ieiimosf) is mapped on position 8. position 1 is
mapped on position 11, etcetera.
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14.5.2.3 Kegscheduiing

In each round, 2 batches of 16 octet-wide keys are needed. These so-called

round keys are derived as specified by the key scheduling in SAFER+. Figiire

‘l-if-t on page 1.75 gives an overview of how the round keys K,,|J'| are deter-

mined. The bias vectors B2, B3, ..., B17 are computed according to following

equation:

5-"”""' mod25
app] = ((45“ T’ mod 25?) mod 256), rm: = 0, 15.

128 bit Key group-ed in [6 uclels

sum oclcls
hit-by-hitmodulo lwn

Sol:-cl aclels

I), I ,2,....,l-1,15

SI:'[I:'I‘.'l nctels

1.2.3»--«.l5,lfI

ll 1 14 I5 16
 -I --

2..1,4....,l6,l!

figure 14.14: Key scheduiingin A,..

14.5.3 E2-Key generation function for authentication

The key used for authentication is derived through a procedure that is shown in

§3§QL§!'&‘:' 14. t on page 17?‘. The figure shows two different modes of operation

for the algorithm. In the first mode, the function E; should produce on input ofa

128-bit RAND value and a 48-bit address, a 128-bit link key K. This mode is

utilized when creating unit keys and combination keys. In the second mode the

function E: should produce, on input of a 128-bit RAND value and an L octet

user PIN. a 128-bit link key K. The second mode is used to create the initializa-

tion key, and also whenever a master key is to be generated.
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When the initialization key is generated, the PIN is augmented with the

BD_ADDR of the claimant unit. The augmentation always starts with the least

significant octet of the address immediately following the most significant octet

of the PIN. Since the maximum length of the PIN used in the algorithm cannot

exceed 16 octets, it is possibie that not all octets of BD_ADDR will be used.

This key generating algorithm again exploits the cryptographic function. For-

mally E: can be expressed for mode 1 (denoted E21 ) as

53,: {(1, I }”“x {(1, 1}“-> {(1, i}'”

(RAND, address] i—>A‘,{X, )0

where (for mode 1)

X = RANDIO... [4] kJ(RAND[ [5] ‘P3 6)
in

Ii 39

Y = Q adclrcssli (mod 6}] ( Q )
i=0

Let L be the number of octets in the user PIN. The augmenting is defined by

PIN[U...L -- |iuBD ADDR,,:(i...1nin{5, I5 - L}], L< ,6

PIN‘ ={ ’ (EQ40)
P[N[U...L 11, L = '6»

where it is assumed that unit B is the claimant. Then, in mode 2. E3 (denoted

E33 ) can be expressed as

E.,: 0,1“"’ 0,1 '3“ 1,2,...,15 0,1 ”"
_3{ } Xt } Xi }->{ 1- (Wm

(PiN', RAND, L’) i—>.4',.(X, Y)

i5

X = L) PfN'[r' (mod L’)],
i=0

Y = R/\ND[0... I4] u(R/-\ND[1S] (-BL‘),

and L‘ = min-{ 16, L + 6} is the number of octets in PIN‘.
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BD_/\DDR
43

Figure 14. 15: Key generating aigoril‘i1m E2 and its two modes. Mode 1 is used for unit and

combination keys, white mode 2 is used for KM, and Km_m,_, .

14.5.4 E3-Key generation function for encryption

The cipnering key Kr used by E“ is generated by E3. The function E3 is con-

structed using A',.as follows

on

_){n’l}1z:<E3: {n,1}‘3“x{o,|}”"x{0.I}

(K, RAND, cor) 1—>Hasi1(K, RAND, cor, :2)

(HQ 43}

where Hash is the hash function as defined by i_ EC: I33}. Note that the produced

key length is 128 bits. However, before use within E”, the encryption key I((.

will be shortened to the correct encryption key length, as described in Section

14.3.5 on page ‘.555. A block scheme of E3 is depicted in :-”-figure 14.16.

The value of COF is determined as specified by equation {EQ 333}.

EN RAND
128

COP
96

Link key

Figure 14.16: Generation of the enoryption key:
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1 G EN ERAL

LMP messages are used for link set-up, security and control. They are trans-

ferred in the payload instead of LZCAP and are distinguished by a reserved

value in the L_CH field of the payload header. The messages are filtered out

and interpreted by LM on the receiving side and are not propagated to higher

layers.

Physical layer

Figure 1. 1: Link Managers piece on the giobai scene.

Link Manager messages have higher priority than user data. This means that if

the Link Manager needs to send a message, it shall not be delayed by the

LZCAP traffic, although it can be deiayed by many retransmissions of individual

baseband packets.

We do not need to explicitly acknowledge the messages in LMP since LC (see

Ezlaseband 8pec:ifi-r:atécre Ssecti-art .8, an 8?) provides us with a reliable link.

The time between receiving a baseband packet carrying an LMP PDU and

sending a baseband packet carrying a valid response PDU, according to the

procedure rules in Sectio:'=. 3 on page 193, must be less than the LMP

Response Timeout. The value of this timeout is 30 seconds.

29 November 1999
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2 FORMAT OF LMP

LM PDUs are always sent as single-slot packets and the payload header is

therefore one byte. The two least significant bits in the payload header deter-

mine the logical channel. For LM PDUs these bits are set.

Logical Channel information

undefined

Continuing L2CAP message

Start L2CAP message

LMP message

Table 2.1: Logical channel i__ CH fieid contents.

The FLOW bit in the payload header is always one and is ignored on the

receiving side. Each PDU is assigned a 7-bit opcode used to uniquely identify

different types of PDUs, see Table 5.’? on page 229. The opcode and a one-bit

transaction ID are positioned in the first byte of the payload body. The transac-

tion ID is positioned in the LSB. It is 0 if the PDU belongs to a transaction initi-

ated by the master and 1 if the PDU belongs to a transaction initiated by the

slave. If the PDU contains one or more parameters these are placed in the pay-

load starting at the second byte of the payload body. The number of bytes used

depends on the length of the parameters. If an SCO link is present using HV1

packets and length of contentis less than 9 bytes the PDUs can be transmitted

in DV packets. Othenivise DM1 packets must be used. All parameters have lit-

tle endian format, i.e. the least significant byte is transmitted first.

The sourceidestination of the PDUs is determined by the AM_ADDR in the

packet header.

LSB MSB

OpCode and Content
transaction Id

Figure 2.1.'Payioad body when LM PDUs are sent.

Each PDU is either mandatory or optional. The MIO field in the tables of :’$e:.'~
iion 3 indicates this. The LM does not need to be abie to transmit a PDU that is

optionai. The LM must recognize all optional PDUs that it receives and. if a

response is required, send a valid response according to the procedure rules in

Section 3. The reason that should be used in this case is unsupported LMP

feature. If the optional PDU that is received does not require a response. no

response is sent. Which of the optional PDUs a device supports can be

requested, see E~Lest.ion 3.11 on page

29 November 1999 Format of LMP
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3 THE PROCEDURE RULES AND PDU3

Each procedure is described and depicted with a sequence diagram. The fol-

lowing symbols are used in the sequence diagrams:

Figure 3.1: Symbols used in sequence diagrams.

PDU1 is a PDU sent from A to B. PDU2 is a PDU sent from B to A. PDU3 is a

PDU that is optionally sent from A to B. PDU4 is a PDU that is optionally sent
from B to A. PDU5 is a PDU sent from either A or B. A vertical line indicates

that more PDUs can optionally be sent.

3.1 GENERAL RESPONSE MESSAGES

The PDUs LMP_accepted and LMP_not_accepted are used as response mes-

sages to other PDUs in a number of different procedures. The PDU

LM P_accepted includes the opcode of the message that is accepted. The PDU

LM P_not_accepted includes the opcode of the message that is not accepted

and the reason why it is not accepted.

LMP_accepted op code

LMP_not__accepted op code
reason

Table 3.1: General response messages.

The Procedure Rules and PDUs 29 November 1999
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3.2 AUTHENTICATION

The authentication procedure is based on a challenge-response scheme as

described in Eiaseiaand E:ipecif.écation E‘: -..;téon ‘$4.4, on page 159. The verifier

sends an LMP_au_rand PDU which contains a random number (the challenge)

to the claimant. The claimant calculates a response, which is a function of the

challenge, the claimant's BD_ADDR and a secret key. The response is sent

back to the verifier, which checks if the response was correct or not. How the

response should be calculated is described in Esasebanci :?pei;ific:atia':rt :':‘:ectEon

'3-41.5.1. on page ‘$71. A successful calculation of the authentication response

requires that two devices share a secret key. How this key is created is

described in Section 3.3 on page 195. Both the master and the slave can be

verifiers. The following PDUs are used in the authentication procedure:

LMP_au_rand

LMP_sres

Table 3.2: PDUs used for authentication.

random number

authentication response

3.2.1 Claimant has link key

If the claimant has a link key associated with the verifier. it calculates the

response and sends it to the verifier with LMP_sres. The verifier checks the

response. If the response is not correct, the verifier can end the connection by

sending LM P_detach with the reason code authentication failure, see Esection

3.14 on page

verifier claimant
LM LM

I-:1
Sequence 1: Authentication. Claimant has fink key.

LMP_au_rand
LM P_sres

3.2.2 Claimant has no link key

If the claimant does not have a link key associated with the verifier it sends

Liv1P_not_acoepted with the reason code key missing after receiving

LM P_au_rand.

verifier claimant
LM LM

Sequence 2.‘ Authentication faiis. Ciaimanf has no iink key.

LMP_au_rand
LMP_not_accepted

194 29 November 1999 The Procedure Flutes and F'DUs
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3.2.3 Repeated attempts

The scheme described in Eiasetzarsri 53;."-eciiicatien ffiection 1--‘x.-'-1.1, an _nage ??{‘.i

shall be applied when an authentication fails. This will prevent an intruder from

trying a large number of keys in a relatively short time.

3.3 PAIRING

When two devices do not have a common link key an initialization key (Kim) is

created based on a PIN and a random number. The K,-my is created when the

verifier sends LMP_in_rand to the claimant. How the Km is calculated is

described in t3:?:S3?J3i";£i Eipacificaticn Section 1.4.5.3, on page W5. Authentica-

tion then needs to be done. whereby the caiculation of the authentication

response is based on Kim, instead of the link key. After a successful authentica-

tion, the link key is created. The PDUs used in the pairing procedure are:

PDU Contents

LMF'_in_rand random number

LMP_au_rand random number

LMP__sres authentication response

LMP_comb_key random number

Llv1P_unit_key key

Tabie 3.3: PDUS used for pairing.

3.3.1 Claimant accepts pairing

The verifier sends LMP_in_rand and the claimant replies with LMP_accepted.

Both devices calculate Km", and an authentication (see Esecusenrze t) based on

this key needs to he done. The verifier checks the authentication response and

if correct, the link key is created; see Secticn 3.3.4 on page If the authen-

tication response is not correct the verifier can end the connection by sending

LM P_detach with the reason code authentication faiiure.

Verifier Claimant
LM LM

LMP_in_rand
L|VlP_accepted

Sequence 3: Ciaimant accepts pairing.

3.3.2 Claimant requests to become verifier

if the claimant has a fixed PIN it may request a switch of the claimant-verifier

role in the pairing procedure by generating a new random number and send it

The Procedure Rules and PDUS 29 November 1999 195
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back in LMP_in_rand. If the device that started the pairing procedure has a

variable PIN it must accept this and respond with LM P_accepted. The roles are

then successfully switched and the pairing procedure continues as described in

Section 3.3.‘; an page

Sequence 4.’ Ciaimant accepts pairing but requests to be verifier.

If the device that started the pairing procedure has a fixed PIN and the other

device requests a role switch, the switch is rejected by sending

LM P_not_accepted with the reason pairing not aiiowed; the pairing procedure
is then ended.

Ciaimant
LM

LMP_in_ra nd
LMP_in_ra nd
LMP_not_accepted

Sequence 5: Unsuccessfui switch of ciaimant-verifier rote.

3.3.3 Claimant rejects pairing

If the claimant rejects pairing, it sends LMP_not_accepted with the reason pair-

ing not aiiowed after receiving LMP_in_rand.

Verifier Claimant
LM LM

Sequence 6.’ Ciaimant rejects pairing.

LMP_in_rand
LM P_notmaccepted

3.3.4 Creation of the link key

When the authentication is finished the link key must be created. This link key

will be used in the authentication between the two units for all subsequent con-

nections until it is changed; see Section 3.4 and &‘section The link key cre-

2Q November 1999 The Procedure Flutes and PDUS.
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ated in the pairing procedure will either be a combination key or one of the

unit's unit keys. The following rules apply to the selection of the link key:

- if one unit sends LMP_unit_key and the other unit sends Llvl P_comb_key,

the unit key will be the link key,

if both units send LMP_unit_key, the master's unit key will be the link key,

if both units send LMP_comb_key, the link key is calculated as described in

Basebarid Specifi::et‘:c:'i Section 14.2.2. or: '2.-':13.

The content of LMP_unit_key is the unit key bitwise XORed with Kim. The con-

tent of LMP_comb_key is LK_“RAND bitwise XORed with Kim. Any device con-

figured to use a combination key will store the link key in non-volatile memory.

Verifier Claimant
LM LM

LMP_comb_key or LMP_unit_key
LMP_comb_key or LMP_unit_key

Sequence 7: Creation of the iink key.

3.3.5 Repeated attempts

When the authentication during pairing fails because of a wrong authentication

response, the same scheme is applied as in -.'E$er;ticr': on page ‘:95. This

prevents an intruder from trying a large number of different PINS in a relatively
short time.

3.4 CHANGE LINK KEY

if two devices are paired and the link key is derived from combination keys. the

link key can be changed. If the link key is a unit key, the units must go through

the pairing procedure in order to change the link key. The contents of the PDU

is protected by a bitwise XOR with the current link key.

LMP_comb_key random number

LMF’_unit_key key

Table 3.4: PDUS used for change of iink key.

initiating LM
LM

LMP_comb_key
LMP_comb_key

Sequence 8: Successful’ change of the iink key
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initiating LM
LM

Sequence 9: Change of the link key not possible since the other unit uses a unit key.

Bluetooth-

LMP_com b_key
LM P_not__accepted

If the change of link key is successful the new link key is stored in non-volatile

memory, and the old link key is discarded. The new link key will he used as link

key for all the following connections between the two devices until the link key

is changed again. The new link key also becomes the current link key. it will

remain the current link key until the link key is changed again, or until a tempo-

rary link key is created, see E3et:tion on page 1953.

If encryption is used on the link and the current link key is a temporary link key,

the procedure of changing link key must be immediately followed by a stop of

the encryption by invoking the procedure in E3er;iien 3.6.3. on page Encryp-

tion can then be started again. This is to assure that encryption with encryption

parameters known by other devices in the piconet is not used when the semi-

permanent link key is the current link key.

3.5 CHANGE THE CURRENT LINK KEY

The current link key can be a semi~permanent link key or a temporary link key

key. It can be changed temporarily, but the change is only valid for the session,

see Baseban-:1‘ I“3;L-ecificsatizan Section 't4.2.i. on page 15?. Changing to a tem-

porary link key is necessary if the piconet is to support encrypted broadcast.

LMP_temp_rand random number

LMP_temp_key key

LMPv_usemsemiwperm -
anent_key

Table 3. 5: PDUS used to change the current iink key.

3.5.1 Change to a temporary link key

In the following, we use the same terms as in ifiasett-and Specificatitin f:'3er.;tion

on page 158. The master starts by creating the master key Kmaster as

described in Efiaseband $3pet:éfi<::-stéon {i;"-Cl 2-1}, on page '1 Then the master

issues a random number RAND and sends it to the slave in LMP_temp_rand.

Both sides can then calculate an overlay denoted OVL as OVL= E22(current

link key, RAND, 16). Then the master sends Kmaster protected by a modulo-2

addition with OVL to the slave in L|V|P_temp_key. The slave, who knows OVL,
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calculates Kmastm. After this, Kmaster becomes the current link key. It will be the

current link key until a new temporary key is created or until the link key is

changed, see Section 3.5: on eage 13?.

Master Slave
LM LM

LM P_temp_rand
LM P_temp_key

Sequence 10: Change to a temporary link key.

3.5.2 Make the semi-permanent link key the current link key

After the current link key has been changed to Kmaster, this change can be

undone and the semi-perrnanent link key becomes the current link key again. If

encryption is used on the link. the procedure of going back to the semi-perma-

nent link key must be immediately followed by a stop of the encryption by

invoking the procedure described in Section on page 2&2. Encryption can

then be started again. This is to assure that encryption with encryption parame-

ters known by other devices in the piconet is not used when the semi-perma-

nent link key is the current link key.

Master Slave
LM LM

LMP_use_semi_permanent_key
LMP_accepted

Sequence 11: Link key changed to the semi-permanent iink key.

3.6 ENCRYPTION

If at least one authentication has been performed encryption may be used. If

the master wants all slaves in the piconet to use the same encryption parame-

ters it must issue a temporary key (Kmaster) and make this key the current link

key for all slaves in the piconet before encryption is started, see Section are

198. This is necessary if broadcast packets should be encrypted.

llili0 PDU Contents

LM P_encryption_mode_req encryption mode

LM P_encryptio n_key_size_req key size

LMP_startWencryptionWreq random number

LMP_stop_encryption_req -

Table 3.6: PDUS used for handiing encryption.
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3.6.1 Encryption mode

First of all the master and the slave must agree upon whether to use encryption

or not and if encryption shall only appty to point-to»point packets or if encryption

shall apply to both point-to-point packets and broadcast packets. If master and

slave agree on the encryption mode, the master continues to give more

detailed information about the encryption.

initiating
LM LM

Sequence 12: Negotiation for encryption mode.

LM P_encryption_mode_req
LMP_accepted or LMP_not_accepted

3.6.2 Encryption key size

The next step is to determine the size of the encryption key. In the following we

use the same terms as in Basebarri Fipecificatien Section 1c§~.3.i_. on page

150. The master sends LMP_encryption_key_size_req including the sug-

gested key size Lsug, m. which is initially equal to Lmax_ m. If Lmi,,_ S s Lsug‘ m

and the slave supports LSug_ m it responds with LMP_accepted and Lsug, m will
be used as the key size. If both conditions are not futfilled the slave sends hack

LM P_encrypti0n_key__size_req including the slaves suggested key size Lsug, 5.

This value is the slave's largest supported key size that is less than Lang‘ m.
Then the master performs the corresponding test on the slaves suggestion.

This procedure is repeated until a key size agreement is reached or it becomes

clear that no such agreement can be reached. If an agreement is reached a

unit sends LMP_accepted and the key size in the last

LMP_encryption_key_size_req will be used. After this, the encryption is

started; see ffiectisan on :«?t{‘.I‘l. If an agreement is not reached a unit

sends LMP_not_accepted with the reason code Unsupported parameter value

and the units are not allowed to communicate using Bluetooth [ink encryption".

LMP_encryption_key_size_req
LMP_encryption_key_size_req
LMP_encryption_l<ey_size_req

LMP_accepted

Sequence 1'3.’ Encryption key size negotiation successful‘.
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master slave
LM LM

L M P_encryption_key_size_req
L M P_encryption_key_size_req
LMP_encryption_key_size_req

L M P_not_accepted

Sequence 14: Encryption key size negotiation faiieo‘.

3.6.3 Start encryption

Finally, encryption is started. The master issues the random number

EN_RAND and calculates the encryption key as KC=E3(current link key.

EN_RAND, COF). See fsssetnz-nd Sipeciiisation Se:':ti:::n ‘tlt..3..2.5, on page ‘£55
and 14.2.2.2 for the definition of the COF. The random number must be the

same for all slaves if the piconet should support encrypted broadcast. Then the

master sends LMP_start_encryption_req, which includes EN_RAND. The

slave calculates Kc when this message is received and acknowledges with

LMP_accepted. On both sides. Kc and EN_RAND are used as input to the

encryption algorithm E0.

Master
LM

Sequence 15: Start of encryption.

Slave
LM

LMP_start_encryption_req
LM P_accepted

Before starting encryption, higher-layer data traffic must be temporarily

stopped to prevent reception of corrupt data. The start of encryption will be

done in three steps:

1. Master is configured to transmit unencrypted packets, but to receive

encrypted packets.

2. Slave is configured to transmit and receive encrypted packets.

3. Master is configured to transmit and receive encrypted packets.

Between step 1 and step 2, master-to-slave transmission is possible. This is

when LMP_start_encryption_req is transmitted. Step 2 is triggered when the

slave receives this message. Between step 2 and step 3, slave-to-master

transmission is possible. This is when LMP_accepted is transmitted. Step 3 is

triggered when the master receives this message.
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3.6.4 Stop encryption

Ll‘vl P_stop_encryption_req
LMP_accepted

Sequence 16: Stop of encryption.

Before stopping encryption, higher-layer data traffic must be temporarily

stopped to prevent reception of corrupt data. Stopping of encryption is then

done in three steps, similar to the procedure for starting encryption.

1. Master is configured to transmit encrypted packets, but to receive unen-

crypted packets.

2. Slave is configured to transmit and receive unencrypted packets.

3. Master is configured to transmit and receive unencrypted packets.

Between step 1 and step 2 master to slave transmission is possible. This is

when LlviP_stop_encryption_req is transmitted. Step 2 is triggered when the

slave receives this message. Between step 2 and step 3 slave to master trans-

mission is possible. This is when LMP_accepted is transmitted. Step 3 is trig-

gered when the master receives this message.

3.6.5 Change encryption mode, key or random number

If the encryption mode, encryption key or encryption random number need to

be changed, encryption mustfirst be stopped and then re-started with the new

parameters.

3.7 CLOCK OFFSET REQUEST

When a slave receives the FHS packet, the difference is computed between its

own ciock and the master’s clock included in the payload of the FHS packet.

The clock offset is aiso updated each time a packet is received from the mas-

ter. The master can request this clock offset anytime during the connection. By

saving this clock offset the master knows on what RF channel the slave wakes

up to PAGE SCAN after it has left the piconet. This can be used to speed up

the paging time the next time the same device is paged.

LMP_c|kofiset_req

LMF'_cIkoffset_res clock offset

Table 3.7: PDUs used for ciock offset request.
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Master Slave
LM LM

LMP_clkoffset_req
LlVlP_cIkoffset_res

Sequence 1?: Ciocir offset requested.

3.8 SLOT OFFSET INFORMATION

With LMP_s|ot_offset the information about the difference between the slot

boundaries in difierent piconets is transmitted. This PDU carries the parame-

ters slot offset and BD_ADDR. The slot offset is the time in l.LS between the

start of the master's TX slot in the piconet where the PDU is transmitted and

the start of the master’s TX slot in the piconet where the BD_ADDR device is
master.

Before doing a master-slave switch, see Sestien on page .':L"35, this PDU

shall be transmitted from the device that becomes master in the switch proce-

dure. If the master initiates the switch procedure, the slave sends

LM P_s|ot_offset before sending LMP_accepted. If the slave initiates the switch

procedure, the slave sends LMP_s|ot_offset before sending LM P_switch_req.

The PDU can also be useful in inter-piconet communications.

LM P_s|ot_offset slot offset

BD_ADDR

Tabie 3. 8: PDU used for sin! offset information.

initiating
LM LM

la LMP_siot_offset

Sequence 18: Siot offset information is sent.

3.9 TIMING ACCURACY INFORMATION REQUEST

LMP supports requests for the timing accuracy. This information can be used to

minimize the scan window for a given hold time when returning from hold and
to extend the maximum hold time. It can also be used to minimize the scan

window when scanning for the snifli mode slots or the park mode beacon pack-

ets. The timing accuracy parameters returned are the long term drift measured

in ppm and the long term jitter measured in its of the clock used during hold,

sniff and park mode. These parameters are fixed for a certain device and must

be identical when requested several times. lfa device does not support the tim-
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ing accuracy information it sends LMP_not_accepted with the reason code

unsupported LMP feature when the request is received. The requesting device

must in this case assume worst case values (drift=250ppm and jitter=10us).

LMP_timing_accuracy_req

LMP_timing_accuracy_res

Table 3.9: PDUs used for requesting timing accuracy information.

initiating LM
LM

Sequence 19: The requested device supports timing accuracy information.

initiating LM
LM

LM P_timing_accuracy_req
LM P_timing_accuracy_res

LMP_timing_accuracy_req
LM P_not_accepted|«:’i

Sequence 20: The requested device does not support timing accuracy information.
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3.1 O LMP VERSION

LMP supports requests for the version of the LM protocol. The requested

device will send a response with three parameters: VersNr, Compld and Sub-

VersNr. VersNr specifies the version of the Bluetooth LMP specification that the

device supports. Compld is used to track possible problems with the lower

Bluetooth layers. All companies that create a unique implementation of the Link

Manager shall have their own Compld. The same company is also responsible
for the administration and maintenance of the SubVersNr. It is recommended

that each company has a unique SubVersNr for each RFIBBILM implementa-

tion. For a given VersNr and Compld, the values of the SubVersNr must

increase each time a new implementation is released. For both Compld and

SubVersNr the value OXFFFF means that no valid number applies. There is no

ability to negotiate the version of the LM P. The sequence below is only used to

exchange the parameters.

LMP_version_req Vershlr
Compld
SubVersNr

LlvlP__version_‘res Vershlr
Comp Id
SubVersN r

Table 3.10: PDUS used for LMP version request.

in iliating LM
LM

LM P__version__req
L M P_versicn_res

Sequence 21.’ Request for LMP version.

3.11 SUPPORTED FEATURES

The Bluetooth radio and link controller may support only a subset of the packet

types and features described in Baseiaand fipersaihzaiiorz and Radio :"Sper:éféca~

son. The PDU LlVlP_features_req and LMP_features_res are used to

exchange this information. A device may not send any packets other than ID,

FHS, NULL, POLL, DM1 or DH1 before it is aware of the supported features of

the other device. After the features request has been carried out, the intersec-

tion of the supported packet types for both sides may also be transmitted.

Whenever a request is issued. it must be compatible with the supported fea-

tures of the other device. For instance, when establishing an SCO link the initi-

ator may not propose to use HV3 packets if that packet type is not supported

by the other device. Exceptions to this rule are LMP switch reg and LMP slot

offset, which can be sent as the first LMP messages when two Bluetooth
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devices have been connected and before the requesting side is aware of the

other side's features (switch is an optional feature).

PDU

LM P_features_req

LM Pjeaturesgres

Table 3.11: PDUs used for features request.

initiating
LM

Sequence 22: Request for supported features.

LMP_features*req
LMP_features_res

3.12 SWITCH OF MASTER-SLAVE ROLE

Since the paging device always becomes the master of the piconet, a switch of

the master-slave role is sometimes needed, see Easeoanri €S;1ecEfEcat‘:on

tic-n 13.9.13. on ‘E23. Suppose device A is slave and device B is master.
The device that initiates the switch finalizes the transmission of the current

LZCAP message and then sends LMP_switch_req.

If the switch is accepted, the other device finalizes the transmission of the cur-

rent L2CAP message and then responds with LMP#accepted. After this, the

procedure described from the 2nd bullet in Eiasetasnd Sp:-xcifécatiorz Section

t{J.E3.3, on page ‘E23 is carried out.

If the switch is rejected, the other device responds with LMP_not_accepted

and no switch is performed.

PDU

LMP_switch_req

LM P_switch_req
LMP_accepted|«:’i

Sequence 23: Masrensiave switch accepted.
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initiating LM
LM

LMP_switch_req
LMF'_not_accepted

Sequence 24: Master-slave switch not accepted.

3J3 NAMEREQUEST

LMP supports name request to another Bluetooth device. The name is a user-

friendty name associated with the Bluetooth device and consists of a maximum

of 248 bytes coded according to the UTF-8 standard. The name is fragmented

over one or more DM1 packets. When the LMP_name_req is sent, a name off-

set indicates which fragment is expected. The corresponding LMP_name_res

carries the same name offset, the name length indicating the total number of

bytes in the name of the Bluetooth device and the name fragment, where:

- name fragment(N) = name(N + name offset), if (N + name offset) < name length

- name fragment(N) = 0 ,otherwise.

Here 0 3 N 5 13. In the first sent LM P_name_req. name offset=0. SE-etguertce 25

is then repeated until the initiator has collected all fragments of the name.

PDU Contents

LMP_name_req name offset

LMP_narne_res name offset
name length
name fragment

Tabie 3.13: PDUs used for name request.

initiating LM
LM

LMP_name_req
LMP_name_res

Sequence 25: Device ‘s name requested and it responses.

3.14 DETACH

The connection between two Bluetooth devices can be closed anytime by the

master or the slave. A reason parameter is included in the message to inform

the other party of why the connection is closed.

LMP_detach reason

Table 3.14: PDU used for detach.
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initiating LM
LM

Sequence 26: Connection closed by sending i_MP_detach.

Bluetooth-

LMP_detach

3.15 HOLD MODE

The ACL link of a connection between two Bluetooth devices can be placed in

hold mode for a specified hold time. During this time no ACL packets will be

transmitted from the master. The hold mode is typically entered when there is

no need to send data for a relatively long time. The transceiver can then be

turned off in order to save power. But the hold mode can also be used if a

device wants to discover or be discovered by other Bluetooth devices. or wants

to join other piconets. What a device actually does during the hold time is not

controlled by the hold message, but it is up to each device to decide.

PDU

LMP_hold

LMP_ho|d_req

Table 3.15: PiJUs used for hoid mode.

3.15.1 Master forces hold mode

The master can force hold mode if there has previously been a request for hold

mode that has been accepted. The hold time included in the PDU when the

master forces hold mode cannot be longer than any hold time the slave has

previously accepted when there was a request for hold mode.

Master Slave
LM LM

Sequence 27: Master forces stave into hold mode.

LMP_hold

3.15.2 Slave forces hold mode

The slave can force hold mode if there has previously been a request for hold

mode that has been accepted. The hold time included in the PDU when the

slave forces hold mode cannot be longer than any hold time the master has

previously accepted when there was a request for hold mode.
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Sequence 28: Slave forces master into hold mode.

3.15.3 Master or slave requests hold mode

The master or the slave can request to enter hold mode. Upon receipt of the

request, the same request with modified parameters can be returned or the

negotiation can be terminated. If an agreement is seen LMP_accepted termi~

nates the negotiation and the ACL link is placed in hold mode. If no agreement

is seen, LM P_not_accepted with the reason code unsupported parameter

value terminates the negotiation and hold mode is not entered.

initiating
LM LM

LM P_hold_req
L M P_hoEd_req
L M P_hoid_req

L M P_accepted or LMP_not_accepted

Sequence 29: Negotiation for hold mode.

3.1 6 SNIFF MODE

To enter sniff mode, master and slave negotiate a sniff interval Tsnifl and a sniff

offset. Dsnm, which specifies the timing of the sniff slots. The offset determines

the time of the first sniff slot; after that the sniff slots foilows periodically with the

sniff interval TS“,-fl. To avoid problems with a clock wrap-around during the ini-

tialization. one of two options is chosen for the calculation of the first sniff slot.

A timing control flag in the message from the master indicates this. Note: Only
bit1 of this field is valid.

When the link is in sniff mode the master can only start a transmission in the

sniff slot. Two parameters control the listening activity in the slave. The sniff

attempt parameter determines for how many slots the slave must listen, begin—

ning at the sniff slot, even if it does not receive a packet with its own AM

address. The sniff timeout parameter determines for how many additional slots

the slave must listen if it continues to receive only packets with its own AM
address.
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PDU

timing control flags

Dsniff

Tsniff

sniff attempt
sniff timeout

LMP__sniff__req timing control flags

Dsniff

Tsniff

sniff attempt
sniff timeout

LMP_unsniff_req -

Table 3.16: PDUS used for sniff mode.

3.16.1 Master forces a slave into sniff mode

Sequence 30: Master forces slave into sniff mode.

3.16.2 Master or slave requests sniff mode

The master or the slave can request to enter sniff mode. Upon receipt of the

request, the same request with modified parameters can be returned or the

negotiation can be terminated. if an agreement is seen LMP_accepted termi-

nates the negotiation and the ACL link is placed in sniff mode. If no agreement

is seen, LMP_not_accepted with the reason code unsupported parameter

vaiue terminates the negotiation and sniff mode is not entered.

initiating
LM LM

LMP_sniff_req
LMP_sniff_req
LMP_sniff_req

LMP_accepted or LMP_not__accepted

Sequence 31: Negotiation for sniff mode.
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3.16.3 Moving a slave from sniff mode to active mode

Sniff mode is ended by sending the PDU LMP_unsniff_req. The requested

device must reply with LMP_accepted. If the slave requests it will enter active

mode after receiving LM P_accepted. If the master requests, the slave will enter

active mode after receiving LM P_unsniff_req.

initiating
LM

Sequence 32: Stave moved from em)? mode to active mode.

LM P_u r1sniff_req
LM P_accepted

3.1 7 PARK MODE

if a slave does not need to participate in the channei, but still should be FH-

synchronized, it can be placed in park mode. In this mode the device gives up

its AM_ADDR but still re-synchronizes to the channel by waking up at the bea-

con instants separated by the beacon interval. The beacon interval, a beacon

offset and a flag indicating how the first beacon instant is calculated determine

the first beacon instant. After this the beacon instants fotlow periodically at the

predetermined beacon interval. At the beacon instant the parked slave can be

activated again by the master, the master can change the park mode parame-

ters, transmit broadcast information or let the parked slaves request access to
the channel.

All PDUs sent from the master to the parked slaves are broadcast. These

PDUs (LM P_set_broadcast_scan_window. LlvlP_modify_beacon.

LMP_unpark_BD_addr_req and LMP_unpark_Plvl_addr_req) are the only

PDUS that can be sent to a slave in park mode and the only PDUs that can be

broadcast. To increase reliability for broadcast, the packets are made as short

as possible. Therefore the format for these LMP PDUS are somewhat different.

The parameters are not aiways byte-aligned and the length of the PDUs is vari-
able.

The messages for controlling the park mode include many parameters, which

are all defined in lziasetiand Spet:ifr_:atiera Sectisgm ‘t{}.€3.~*§~, en _;::a.;.;e 115. When a

slave is placed in park mode it is assigned a unique PM_ADDR, which can be

used by the master to unpark that slave. The all-zero PM_ADDR has a special

meaning; it is not a valid PM_ADDR. If a device is assigned this PM_ADDR, it

must be identified with its BD_ADDR when it is unparked by the master.
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LMP_parl<_req

PM__ADDR
AFLAD DR

NBs|eep

DBs|esp
Daccess

Taccess

Nacc-slots

Npoll
Maccess
access scheme

timing control flags

LMP_set_broadcast_scan_window 0;, (optional)
broadcast scan window

timing control flags

DB (optional)

LMP_mod ify__beaoon Daccess

Taccess

Nacc-slots

poll

Maccess
access scheme

timing control flags
DB {optional}

AM_ADDR
PM_ADDR
AM_ADDR {optional}
PM_ADDR {optional}
(totally 1-? pairs of AM_ADDR,
PM_ADDR)

LMP_un pa rl<_PM_ADDR_req

timing control flags

DB (optional)
AM_ADDR
BD_ADDR
AIVLADDR {optional}
BD_AD DR (optional)

LMP_unparl<_BD_ADDR _req

| Table 3.17: PDUS used for park mode.
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3.17.1 Master forces a slave into park mode

The master can force park mode. The master finalizes the transmission of the

current L2CAP message and then sends LMP_park. When this PDU is

received by the slave, it finalizes the transmission of the current LZCAP mes-

sage and then sends LMP_accepted.

LMP_pank
LMP_accepted

Sequence 33.’ Slave forced into park mode.

3.17.2 Master requests slave to enter park mode

The master can request park mode. The master finalizes the transmission of

the current LZCAP message and then sends L|V|P_park_req. If the slave

accepts to enter park mode it finalizes the transmission of the current LZCAP

message and then responds with LM P_accepted. Finally the master sends

LM P_park. If the slave rejects park mode it sends LMP_not_accepted.

Master Slave
LM LM

L M P_park_req
LMP_accepted
LMP_park

Sequence 34.’ Slave accepts to be placed in park mode.

LM P_park_req
LM P_n0t_accepted

Sequence 35: Siave rejects to be piaced in park mode.

3.17.3 Slave requests to be placed in park mode

The slave can request park mode. The slave finalizes the transmission of the

current L2CAP message and then sends LMP_park_req. If the master accepts

park mode it finalizes the transmission of the current LZCAP message and then

sends LM P_park. If the master rejects park mode it sends LMP_not_accepted.

The Procedure Rules and PDUS 29 November 1999
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LMP_park_req
LMP_park

Sequence 36: Master accepts and pieces stave in park mode.

Master Slave
LM LM

Sequence 3?: Master rejects to piace stave in park mode.

LMP_park_req
LMP_not#aocepted

3.17.4 Master sets up broadcast scan window

If more broadcast capacity is needed than the beacon train, the master can
indicate to the slaves that more broadcast information will follow the beacon

train by sending LMP_set_broadcast_scan_window. This message is always

sent in a broadcast packet at the beacon s|ot(s). The scan window starts in the

beacon instant and is only valid for the current beacon.

All slaves
LM

Sequence 38: Master notifies aii slaves of increase in broadcast capacity.

Llv'lP_set_broadcasl_scan_window

3.17.5 Master modifies beacon parameters

When the beacon parameters change the master notifies the parked slaves of

this by sending LM P_modify_beacon. This message is always sent in a broad-

cast packet at the beacon s|ot( ).

All slaves
LM

Sequence 39: Master modifies beacon parameters.

LMP_modify_beacon

3.17.6 Unparking slaves

The master can unpark one or many slaves by sending a broadcast LMP mes-

sage including the PM_ADDR or the BD_ADDR of the device(s) it wishes to

214 29 November 1999 The Procedure Rules and F'DUs
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unpark at the beacon s|ot(s). This message also includes the AM_ADDR that

the master assigns to the siave(s). After sending this message, the master

must check the success of the unpark by polling each unparked slave, i.e.

sending POLL packets, so that the slave is granted access to the channel. The

unparked slave must then send a response with LMP_accepted. If this mes-

sage is not received from the slave within a certain time after the master sent

the unpark message, the unpark failed and the master must consider the slave

as still being in park mode.

One message is used where the parked device is identified with the

PM_ADDR, and another message is used where it is identified with the

BD_ADDR. Both messages have variable length depending on the number of

slaves the master unparks. For each slave the master wishes to unpark an

AM_ADDR followed by the P|WBD_ADDR of the device that is assigned this

AM_ADDR is included in the payload. If the slaves are identified with the

PM_ADDR a maximum of 7’ slaves can be unparked with the same message. If

they are identified with the BD_ADDR a maximum of 2 slaves can be unparked

with the same message.

Lll.-1P_unpark_BD_ADDR_req
LMP__accepted (from 15' unparked slave)
LMP_accepted (from 2”“ unparked slave)

LMP_unpark_PM_ADDR_req

LMP_accepted {from 1”‘ unparked slave)
LMP_accepted (from 2"" unparked slave)

LMP_accEepted (from 7"‘ unparked slave)

Sequence 41: Master unparks slaves addressed with their PM_ADDR.

3.1 8 POWER CONTROL

If the RSSI value differs too much from the preferred value of a Bluetooth

device, it can request an increase or a decrease of the other device's TX

power. Upon receipt of this message, the output power is increased or

decreased one step. See Radie E">pet:ific:etien Section 3.1, an page 21 for the

definition of the step size. At the master side the TX power is completely inde-

pendent for different slaves; a request from one slave can only effect the mas-

ter’s TX power for that same slave.

The Procedure Rules and PDUS 29 November 1999
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for future use (1 Byte)

for future use (1 Byte)

LMP_incr_power_req

Llv'lP_decr_power_req

LMP_max_power -

LMP_min_power

Table 3.18: PDUS used for power control.

initiating
LM

LMP_incr_power_req
or

LMP_decr_power_req

Sequence 42: A device requests a change of the other devices TX power.

If the receiver of LMP_incr_power_req already transmits at maximum power

LM P_max__power is returned. The device may then only request an increase

again after having requested a decrease at least once. Similarly, if the receiver

of LMP_decr_power_req already transmits at minimum power then

LM P_min_power is returned and the device may only request a decrease

again after having requested an increase at least once.

LMP_incr_power_req
LMP_rnax_power

initiating
LM

Sequence 44: The TX power cannot be decreased.

LMP_decr__power_req
Llv'|P_min_power

One byte is reserved in LM P_incrldecr_power_req for future use. It could, for

example, be the mismatch between preferred and measured RSSI. The

receiver of LMP_incrldecr_power_req could then use this value to adjust to the

correct power at once, instead of only changing it one step for each request.

The parameter value must be 0x00 for all versions of LMP where this parame-

ter is not yet defined.
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3.19 CHANNEL QUALITY-DRIVEN CHANGE BETWEEN DM

AND DH

Link Manager Protocoi

A device is configured to always use DM packets or to always use DH packets

or to automatically adjust its packet type according to the quality of the chan-

nel. Nevertheless, all devices are Capable of transmitting either DM or DH

packets. The difference between DM and DH is that the payload in a DM

packet is protected with a 2i3 FEC code, whereas the payload of a DH is not

protected with any FEC. If a device wants to automatically adjust between DM

and DH it sends LMP_auto_rate to the other device. Based upon quaiity mea-

sures in LC, the device determines if throughput will be increased by a change

of packet type. If so, LMP_preferred_rate is sent to the other device. The PDUs
used for this are:

Contents

Llvl PHa Lii0__l'alE -

LMP_preferred_rate data rate

Table 3.19: PDUS used for quaiiiy driven change of the data rate.

M LMP_auto_rate
Sequence 45: The iefl-hand unit is configured to auiornaticaiiy change between DM and DH.

H LM P_preferred_rate

Sequence 46: The right-hand device orders the iefl-hand device to change data rate.
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3.20 QUALITY or SERVICE (Q05)

The Link Manager provides Quality of Service capabilities. A poll interval,

which is defined as the maximum time between subsequent transmissions

from the master to a particular slave, is used to support bandwidth allocation

and latency control. The poll interval is guaranteed except when there are colli-

sions with page, page scan, inquiry and inquiry scan.

In addition, master and slave negotiate the number of repetitions for broadcast

packets (NBC), see ifiaseh-and St‘:e«::ificei§on 5“l¥:'€.‘.Fit'Ji‘i en page 68.

LMP_q ua I lty_of_service poll interval

Nac

LMP_qualliy_of_service_req poll interval

Nsc

Table 3.20: PDUs used for quality of service.

3.20.1 Master notifies slave of the quality of service

In this case the master notifies the slave of the new poll interval and NBC. The

slave cannot reject the notification.

Slave
LM

Master
LM

Sequence 47: Master notifies slave of new quality ofservice.

LMP_q ua|ity_of_service

29 November 1999 The Procedure Ruies and PDUS.
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3.20.2 Device requests new quality of service

In this case the master or slave requests a new poll interval and NBC.

The parameter NBC is meaningful only when it is sent by a master to a slave.

For transmission of LMP_qua|ity_of_service_req PDUS from a slave. this

parameter is ignored by the master. The request can be accepted or rejected.

This will allow the master and slave to dynamically negotiate the quality of ser-
vice as needed.

Initiating

LMP_quaiily_of_service_req
LMP_accepted

Sequence 48: Device accepts new quaiiiy of service

initiating
LM

Sequence 49: Device rejects new quaiity of service.

L M P_q uai ity_of_service_req
LM P_not_accepted

3.21 SCO LINKS

When a connection has been established between two Bluetooth devices the

connection consists of an ACL link. One or more SCO links can then be estab-

lished. The SCO link reserves slots separated by the SCO interval, Taco. The

first slot reserved for the SCO link is defined by T500 and the SCO delay, D390.

After that the SCO slots follows periodically with the SCO interval. To avoid

problems with a wraparound of the clock during initialization of the SCO link, a

flag indicating how the first SCO slot should be calculated is included in a mes-

sage from the master. Note: Only him and bit1 of this fieid is valid. Each SCO

link is distinguished from all other SCO links by an SCO handle. The SCO han-
dle zero is never used.

800 handle

timing control flags
D

LMP_SCO_link_req .|.‘°’°°SCO

SCO packet
air mode

SCO handle

LM P_remove_SCO_lin l<_req reason

Tabie 3.21: PDUS used for managing the SCO iinks.
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3.21.1 Master initiates an SCO link

When establishing an SCO link the master sends a request with parameters

that specify the timing, packet type and coding that will be used on the SCO

link. For each of the SCO packets Bluetooth supports three different voice cod-

ing formats on the air-interface: 1.1-law log PCM, A-law log PCM and CVSD.

The slots used for the SCO links are determined by three parameters controlled

by the master: T000, D000 and a flag indicating how the first SCO slot should be

calculated. After the first slot, the SCO slots follows periodically with the T000.

If the slave does not accept the SCO link, but is willing to consider another pos-

sible set of SCO parameters, it can indicate what it does not accept in the error

reason field of LMP_not_accepted. The master then has the possibility to issue

a new request with modified parameters.

The SCO handle in the message must be different from any already existing

sco |ink( )_

master slave
LM LM

|~:'i
Sequence 50: Master requests an SCO tink.

LMP_SCO_|in|<_req
LMP_accepted or LMP_not_accepted

3.21.2 Slave initiates an SCO link

The slave can also initiate the establishment of an SCO link. The slave sends

LM P_SCO_|ink_req, but the parameters timing control flags and D000 are

invalid as well as the SCO handle, which must be zero. If the master is not

capable of establishing an SCO link, it replies with Llv1P_not_accepted. Other»

wise it sends back LMP_SCO_link_req. This message includes the assigned

SCO handle, D000 and the timing control flags. For the other parameters, the

master should try to use the same parameters as in the slave request; if the

master cannot meet that request, it is allowed to use other values. The slave

must then reply with LMP_accepted or LMP_not_accepted.

master slave
LM LM

Sequence 51: Master rejects stave 3 request for an SCO link.

LMP_SCO_|i l"I k_req
LM P_not_accepted
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master slave
LM LM

LM P_SCO_| in k_req
LM F’_SCO_| in k_req
LM P_accepted or LMP_not_eccepted

Sequence 52: Master accepts slaves request for an SCO link.

3.21.3 Master requests change of SCO parameters

The master sends LM P_SCO_|ink_req, where the SCO handle is the handle of

the SCO link the master wishes to change parameters for. If the slave accepts

the new parameters, it replies with LMP_accepted and the SCO link will

change to the new parameters. If the slave does not accept the new parame-

ters, it replies with LMP_not_accepted and the SCO link is left unchanged.

When the slave replies with LlvlP_not_accepted it shall indicate in the error rea-

son parameter what it does not accept. The master can then try to change the

SCO link again with modified parameters. The sequence is the same as in

E36.-ction 3.;?.'t .t on _::-age

3.21.4 Slave requests change of SCO parameters

The slave sends LMP_SCO_|ink_req, where the SCO handle is the handle of

the SCO link the slave wishes to change parameters for. The parameters tim-

ing control flags and D590 are not valid in this message. If the master does not

accept the new parameters it replies with LM P_not_accepted and the SCO link

is left unchanged. If the master accepts the new parameters it replies with

LM P#SCO_|ink_req, where it must use the same parameters as in the slave

request. When receiving this message the slave replies with

LM P_not_accepted if it does not accept the new parameters. The SCO link is

then left unchanged. If the slave accepts the new parameters it replies with

LM P_accepted and the SCO link will change to the new parameters. The

sequence is the same as in Section 3.2’? .2 cs L320.

3.21.5 Remove an SCO link

Master or slave can remove the SCO link by sending a request including the

SCO handle of the SCO link to be removed and a reason indicating why the

SCO link is removed. The receiving party must respond with LM P_accepted.

initiating
LM LM

LMP_remcve_SCO_|ink_req
LMP_a ccepted

Sequence 53.’ SCO link removed.
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3.22 CONTROL OF MULTI-SLOT PACKETS

The number of slots used by a slave in its return packet can be limited. The

master allows the slave to use a maximal number of slots by sending the PDU

LM P_rnax_-slots providing max slots as parameter. Each slave can request to

use a maximal number of slots by sending the PDU LMF’_max_s|ot_req provid-

ing max slots as parameter. The default value is 1 slot, i.e. if the slave has not

been informed about the number of slots. it may only use 1-slot packets. Two

PDUS are used for the control of multi-slot packets.

LMP_rnax_s|oI

LMP_max_sloI_req

Table 3.22: PDUs used to centre! the use of mum‘-slot packers.

LM P_max_s|olwreq
LMP_acoepted

LM P_max_s|ot_req
LM P_not_accepted

Sequence 56: Sieve requests to use a meximei number of siors. Master rejects.
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3.23 meme scneme

In addition to the mandatory paging scheme, Bluetooth defines optional paging

schemes; see “Appendi3< Vii" page 99$}. LMP provides a means to negotiate

the paging scheme, which is to be used the next time a unit is paged.

LMP_page_mode_req paging scheme

paging scheme settings

LMP_page_scan_mode_req paging scheme

paging scheme settings

Tabie 3.23: PDUs used to request paging scheme.

3.23.1 Page mode

This procedure is initiated from device A and negotiates the paging scheme

used when device A pages device B. Device A proposes a paging scheme

including the parameters for this scheme and device B can accept or reject. On

rejection the old setting is not changed. A request to switch back to the manda-

tory scheme may be rejected.

LM P_page_mode_req
LMP_accepted or LMP_not_accepted

Sequence 57: Negotiation for page mode.

3.23.2 Page scan mode

This procedure is initiated from device A and negotiates the paging scheme

used when device B pages device A. Device A proposes a paging scheme

including the parameters for this scheme and device B can accept or reject. On

rejection the old setting is not changed. A request to switch to the mandatory

scheme must be accepted.

LM P_page_scan_mode_req
LMP_accepted or LMP_not_accepted

Sequence 58: Negotiation for page scan mode
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3.24 LINK SUPERVISION

Each Bluetooth link has a timer that is used for link supervision. This timer is

used to detect link loss caused by devices moving out of range, a device's

power-down, or other similar failure cases. The scheme for link supervision is

described in Basebend Specification Section 10.11. on page 12%. Ar: LMP pro-

cedure is used to set the value of the supervision timeout.

ILMP—'=“~pe~iSi°“—“me°u‘
Table 3.24: PDU used to set the supervision timeout.

master slave
LM L M

Ne»-l LMP_su pervision_timeout

Sequence 59: Setting the fink supervision timeout.
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4 CONN ECTION ESTABLISHMENT

After the paging procedure, the master must poll the slave by sending POLL or

NULL packets, with a max poll interval as defined in ‘Essa:-2 5.5 on page 236.

LMP procedures that do not require any interactions between the LM and the

host at the paged unit's side can then be carried out.

Baseband page procedure

LMP procedures that needs no
interaction between LM and host at

the paged device’s side.

L M P_host_connection_req
LM P_accepted or LMP_not_accepted

LMP procedures for pairing,
authentication and encryption.

LMP_setup_comp|ete
LMP_setup_comp|ete

Figure 4. 1: Connection estabiishrnent.

When the paging device wishes to create a connection involving layers above

LM, it sends LMP_host_connection_req. When the other side receives this

message, the host is informed about the incoming connection. The remote

device can accept or reject the connection request by sending LMP_"accepted

or LMP_not_accepted.

When a device does not require any further link set-up procedures, it will send

LM P_setup_comp|ete. The device will still respond to requests from the other

device. When the other device is also ready with link set-up, it will send

LM P__setup_comp|ete. After this, the first packet on a logical channel different
from LMP can then be transmitted.

PDU

LlV|P__host_con nection_req

LMP_setup_comp|ete

Tabie 4.1: PDUS used for connection estabiisnment.
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5 SUMMARY OF PDUs

Posltlon
in

payload

Packet Possible

LMP PDU code type direction

DM1."
LMP_acoepted 2 23 DV

LMP_au_rand arandom number 2-17

LMP_c|koffset_req ‘H

LMP_c|koffset_res 1! clock offset 2-3

LMP_comb_key D random number 2-1?M1

DM1!

LMP_decr_power_req 2 32 [N m <—> s for future use 2

2
_req DV

3 21 DV m<—>s 2-3
LMP_ho|d_req

LMP__incr_powermreq 2 31 m <-a s 2DV

LMP_in_rand 3random number 2-1?’

LMP_max_power 1

Table 5. 1: Coding of the different LM PDUs.
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Position
Contents in

payload

m <— s

LMP_min_power m <—> 3

Length op Packet Possible
(bytes) code type direction

in —> s

LMP PDU

timing control flags

LM P_modify_beacon D,-mess

Tacoess

Nacc-slots

Npoll

M3008 SS

access scheme

DM1! I
LM P_name_req name offsetDV m <—> 5

name offset

LMP_name_res DM1 m ea 5 name length

name fragment

LMP_not_accepted 331“ m <—:» s

paging scheme

LMP__page__mode__req 3 1! m +-> s
paging scheme settings 3

LMP_page_scan_mode_ DM1i paging Scheme 2m <—;» s
req DV paging scheme settings 3

Tabie 5.1: Coding of the different LM PDUS.
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Position

LMP PD” Packet Possible in
code type direction payload

liming control fiags

PM_ADDR

AR__ADDR

25 m —> s Nasieep

DBsIeep

Dacoess

TECCESS

N-BCC~$l0tS

Npoil

MBCCBBS

access scheme

2

2-3

LMP__qua|ity_of_service 4 41 BM“ m —-> 5
DV 4

LMP_qua|iiy_of_service_ DM‘li' pa" “BN3:42 m <—> s

req DV NBC

LMP_remove_SCO_iini<__ 800 ha"d'e
req reason

Table 5. 1: Coding of the different LM PDUS.
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Position

LMP PDU rec on in
payload

SCO handle 2

timing control flags

Dsco
LM P_SCO_|ink_req

T500

SCO packet

air mode

timing control flags

LM P_set_broadcast_, D
soan__window '3

broadcast scan window 5-6

LM P_setup_com plete

slot offset

LM P_s|ot_offset
BD_ADDR

timing control flags

Dsnifi

Tsniff

sniff attempt

sniff ti meout

timing control flags

Dsniff

LM P_sniff__req Tsniff

sniff attempt

sniff timeout

LMP_sres 5 1! authentication response

LMP__start__encryption_req 1? DM1 ' random number
DM‘|i'
DVLMP_stop_encryption_req 1

LMP_supervision_timeou DM1i'
t 3 55 [N m <—> s

Tabie 5.1: Coding of the difierent LM PDUS.

supervision timeout
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LMP PDU Packet Possible

LMP_temp_rand random number

LMP__temp#key key

LMP_!iming_aocuracy_req 1

LMF'_timing_accuracy_res 3

LMP_unit_key DM1 key 2-17
timing control flags 2

D3 3-4

AM_ADDR13'unpar|< :
LMP—”"pa”‘—BD—ADDR variable 29 DM1 m—> s
— AM__ADDR 2"“ unpark

BD_ADDR 15* unpark

BD*ADDR 2”” unpark

timing control flags

'33

AM_AooR15‘unpark :
LMP—””F'a”‘—PM—ADDR variable 30 DM1 m—> 3
J9“ AM ADDR 2”” unpark :

PM_AooR15‘unpark 6

PM_ADDR 2"“ unpark 7

1 50 EN m —> s
LMP_use_sem i_
permanent_key

Ve-rsNr

LMP_version_req 3? DV rn <—> s Compld
SubVersNr

VersNr

LMP_version_res Compld

SubVersNr

Table 5.1: Coding of the different LM PDUs.

Note1: For LMP_set_broadcast_scan_window, LMP_modify_beacon,

LM P_unpark_BD_ADDR_req and LMP_unpark_PM_ADDR#req the parameter
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D5 is optional. This parameter is only present if bit0 of timing controi flags is 0.

if the parameter is not included, the position in payload for all parameters fol-

lowing D3 are decreased by 2.

Note2: For LMP_unpark_BD_ADDR the AM_ADDR and the BD_ADDR of the

2"“ unparked slave are optional. If only one slave is unparked AM_ADDR 2”“

unpark should be zero and BD_ADDR 2”“ unpark is left out.

Note3: For LMP_unpark_PM_ADDR the AM_ADDR and the PM_ADDR of the

2”” — 7”‘ unparked slaves are optional. if N slaves are unparked, the fields up

to and including the N"" unparked slave are present. If N is odd, the All/i_ADDF<‘

(N+1')’“ unpark must be zero. The length of the message is x + 3Ni2 if N is
even and x + 3(N+1)i2 -1 if N is odd, where x = 2 or 4 depending on if the D3 is

inciuDed Or Not (See Note1).

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS

Length
(bytes)

Name Type Detailed

0: polling technique
1-15: Reserved

access scheme 1

0: u-law log

1: A-law log
2: CVSD

3-255: Reserved

AM_ADDR u inI4

AR_ADDR u_| n18

authentication

response

BD_ADDR multiple bytes

multiple bytes

broadcast sca n

window u_int‘|6

(CLKNm_2 slave -

CLKN152 master) mod 215

MSbit of second byte not
used.

clock offset

Compld 2 u_int‘|5 5°‘?_'?’T,’a§5§ig'1e,d,“i“rTbef.‘°’SF:'ut:{}fr :1. : 0:: ‘,.'3d§.;F.‘ r310

Daccess 1 U in

DB 2 u_int16

Tab.-‘e 5.2: Parameters in LM PDUs.
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0: medium rate

1: high rate
2-255: Reserved

0: no encryption

1: point-to-point encryption

GHCWDIIOH ITIOCIS ‘ 2: point- -point and
broadcast encryption
3 -255: Reserved

multiple bytes See 't”ab{a on page

u_int1 6

jitter u__int8

Key multiple bytes

key size u_int8

Mamss u int4

max slots

Namsims u_int8

name fragment multipie bytes UTF-8 characters.

name length u_int8

name offset u_in18

u_int8

u_int8

Ngsleep u_inl8

Npgfl U int8

op code

0: mandatory scheme

paging scheme ‘ 1: optional scheme 1
2-255: Reserved

Table 5.2: Parameters in LM P.-'_'JUs.
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Length
(bytes)

Detailed

paging scheme
settings

PM_ADDR

poll interval

random number

reason

SCO handle

SCO packet

slot offset

sniff attempt

sniff timeout

SubVersNr

supervision time-
out

TECCESS

Ts

timing control
flags

u inta

u_int16

multiple bytes

u_i nt8

u_i nt8

u_ir1t8

For mandatory scheme:
0: R0

1: R1

2: R2

3255: Reserved

For optional scheme 1:
0: Reserved

1: R1

2: R2

3-255: Reserved

See Table 5.4 on
2235.

0: HV1

1: HV2

2: HV3

3-255: Reserved

0 5 slot offset < 1250

Defined by each company

bit0 = 0: no timing change

bitO = 1: timing change
bit1 = 0: use initialization 1

bit‘! = 1: use initialization 2

bil2 = 0: access window

bit2 = 1: no access window

bit3-7: Reserved

Tabie 5.2: Parameters in LM PDUS.
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Length
{bytes}

1 u_int8 slots

Type Unit Detailed

2 u_int16 slots

_ 0: Bluetooth LMP 1.0u Int8
" 1-255: Reserved

ea 1 u int8

Table 5.2: Parameters in LM PDUS.

5.1.1 Coding of features

This parameter is a bitmap with information about the Bluetooth radio-, base-

band- and LMP features which a device supports. The bit shall be one if the

feature is supported. The feature parameter bits that are not defined in ‘table:-

o.3 shall be zero.

Supported feature

3-slot packets

5-slot packets

encryption

slot offset

timing accuracy

switch

hold mode

snifi mode

park mode

RS8!

channel quality driven data rate

SCO link

HV2 packets

HV3 packets

u-law log

A-law log

CVSD

-*D'HlO'l(J1-It-(.\JI\J—¥¢D‘-lO')(.J'l-5'-“-C.s>T\J—¥CJ
paging scheme

N power control

Table 5.3: Coding of the parameter features.
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5.1.2 List of error reasons

The following table contains the codes of the difierent error reasons used in LMP.

Description

Authentication Failure

Key Missing

Max Number Of SCO Connections To A Device (The maximum number of
SCO connections to a particle device has been reached. All allowed SCO
connection handles to that device are used.)

Host Rejected due to limited resources {The host at the remote side has
rejected the connection because the remote host did not have enough addi-
tional resources to accept the connection.)

Host Rejected due to security reasons (The host at the remote side has
rejected the connection because the remote host determined that the local
host did not meet its security criteria.)

Host Rejected due to remote device is only a personal device (The host at
the remote side has rejected the connection because the remote host is a
personal device and will only accept the connection from one particle
remote host.)

Host Timeout (Used at connection accept timeout. the host did not respond
to an incoming connection attempt before the connection accept timer
expired.)

Other End Terminated Connection: User Ended Connection

Other End Terminated Connection: Low Resources

Other End Terminated Connection: About to Power Off

Connection Terminated by Local Host

Repeated Attempts (An authentication or pairing attempt is made too soon
after a previously failed authentication or pairing attempt.)

Pairing Not Allowed

Unknown LMP PDU

Unsupported LMP Feature

SCO Offset Rejected

SCO Interval Rejected

SCO Air Mode Rejected

Invalid LMP Parameters

Unspecified Error

Unsupported parameter vaiue

Switch not allowed

LMP Error Transaction Collision

PDU not allowed

Table 5.4: List of error reasons.

Summaryot'PDUs 29 November 1999
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5.2 DEFAU LT VALUES

The Bluetooth device must use these values before anything else has been

negotiated:

Parameter Vaiue

d rift 250

jitter 10

max slots 1

poli intervai 40

Table 5.5: Defauit values.

29 November 1999 Summary of PDUS
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6 TEST MODES

LMP has PDUs to support different Bluetooth test modes, which are used for

certification and compliance testing of the Bluetooth radio and baseband. See

“'F:3iuetoath ‘fest Mo-.':;'e"' ore giage 8£3.':‘~ for a detailed description of these test
modes.

6.1 ACTIVATION AND DEACTIVATION OF TEST MODE

The test mode is activated by sending Ll\l|P_test_activate to the device under

test (DUT). The DUT is always the slave. The link manager must be able to

receive this message anytime. If entering test mode is locally enabled in the

DUT it responds with LMP_accepted and test mode is entered. Otherwise the

DUT responds with LMP_not_accepted and the DUT remains in normal opera-

tion. The reason code in LMP_not_accepted shall be PDU not allowed.

LM P_test_activate
LM P_accepted

Lllll P_test_activate
L M P_not_accepted

Sequence 61: Activation of test mode falls. Slave is not allowed to enter test mode.

The test mode can be deactivated in two ways. Sending LMP_test_control with
the test scenario set to "exit test mode" exits the test mode and the slave

returns to normal operation still connected to the master. Sending LMP_detach
to the DUT ends the test mode and the connection.

6.2 CONTROL OF TEST MODE

When the DUT has entered test mode, the PDU LMP_test_control can be sent

to the DUT to start a specific test. This PDU is acknowledged with

LMP_accepted. If a device that is not in test mode receives LlvlP_test_contro| it

responds with LMP_not_accepted, where the reason code shall be PDU not
allowed.

Test Modes 29 November 1999
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LM P_test_control
LM P_accepted

Sequence 62: Centre! of test mode successful

Master Slave
LM LM

LMF’_teel_contro|
LMP_not#aocepted

Sequence 63: Centre! of test mode rejected since stave is not in test mode.

6.3 SUMMARY OF TEST MODE PDUS

The PDUS used for test purposes are summarized in the following table. For a

detailed description of the parameters, see 8i’..'i‘3i:3(}i?‘: Test Mode Taste ;?-.5.-‘. on

r:«:-age SEE".

Position

0 LMP PDU in
E payload

M LMP_test_activate 1 56 . -
test scenario

hopping mode

Txfrequency

Rxfrequency
M LMP__test__oontro| 10 57

power control mode

poll period

packet type
ED03-~dG3CJ'|-I:-E.-3I‘J

Iength of test data

Table 6.1: Test mode PDUs.
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7 ERROR HANDLING

if the Link Manager receives a PDU with unrecognized opcode, it responds

with LMP_not_accepted with the reason code unknown LMP PDU. The opcode

parameter that is echoed back is the unrecognized opcode.

if the Link Manager receives a PDU with invalid parameters, it responds with

LM P_n ot_accepted with the reason code invalid LMP parameters.

If the maximum response time. see Section “E on page is exceeded or if a

link loss is detected (see tztasehasrwd Specifiszatéon Section 16.11, on 128).

the party that waits for the response shall conclude that the procedure has ter-

minated unsuccessfully.

Erroneous LMP messages can be caused by errors on the channel or system-
atic errors at the transmit side. To detect the latter case, the LM should monitor

the number of erroneous messages and disconnect if it exceeds a threshold,

which is implementation-dependent.

Since LMP PDUs are not interpreted in real time. collision situations can occur

where both LMs initiate the same procedure and both cannot be completed. In

this situation, the master shall reject the slave-initiated procedure by sending

LM P_not_accepted with the reason code ‘LMP Error Transaction Collision‘.

The master-initiated procedure shall then be completed.

Error Handling 29 November 1999
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1 INTRODUCTION

This section of the Bluetooth Specification defines the Logical Link Control and

Adaptation Layer Protocol, referred to as L2CAP. L2CAP is layered over the

Baseband Protocol and resides in the data link layer as shown in i4'i.§.3u.r'e H.

LZCAP provides connection-oriented and connectionless data services to

upper layer protocols with protocol multiplexing capability, segmentation and

reassembly operation, and group abstractions. L2CAP permits higher level

protocols and applications to transmit and receive LZCAP data packets up to

64 kilobytes in length.

- -Highlevelprotocol-orapplicetions . i highlevelprohoooiorepplicanons

Network Layer ' _ _ Network Layer

Device #1

Figure 1.1:L2C.‘AP within protoooi layers

The “Baseband Sesca'ficatiora" on 33 defines two link types: Synchronous

Connection-Oriented (SCO) links and Asynchronous Connection-Less (ACL)

links. SCO links support real-time voice traffic using reserved bandwidth. ACL

links support best effort traffic. The LZCAP Specification is defined for only ACL

links and no support for SCO links is planned.

For ACL links, use of the AUX1 packet on the ACL link is prohibited. This

packet type supports no data integrity checks (no CRC). Because LZCAP

depends on integrity checks in the Baseband to protect the transmitted infor-

mation, AUX1 packets must never be used to transport L2CAP packets.

The format of the ACL payload header is shown below. Figure ‘i .2 on page

displays the payload header used for single-slot packets and Figure “L3 dis-

plays the header used in multi-slot packets. The only difference is the size of

the length field. The packet type (a field in the Baseband header) distinguishes

single-slot packets from multi-slot packets.

29 November 1999
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5

LENGTH

Figure 1.2.’ ACL Payload Header for single-slot packets

L813
2 1 9 4

l L_CH new LENGTH undefined

Figure 1.3.’ ACL Payload Header for muiti-siot packets

The 2-bit logical channel (L_CH) field, defined in ‘Table ‘tit, distinguishes

LZCAP packets from Link Manager Protocol (page ‘i“:’:':-) packets. The remain-

ing code is reserved for future use.

L_CH code Logical Channel

00 RESERVED

Information

Reserved for future use

01 LZCAP Continuation of L2CAP packet

1 0 L2CAP

11 LMP

Start of L2CAP packet

Link Manager Protocol

Table 1.1.’ Logical channel L_ CH field contents

The FLOW bit in the ACL header is managed by the Link Controller (LC), a

Baseband implementation entity, and is normally setto1 (‘flow on‘). It is set to 0

(‘flow off’) when no further LZCAP traffic shall be sent over the ACL link. Send-

ing an L2CAP packet with the FLOW bit set to 1 resumes the flow of incoming

LZCAP packets. This is described in more detail in ‘Tiaseband 3pso§i§:';s:ticn”

on page 33.

1.1 LZCAP FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The functional requirements for L2CAP include protocol multiplexing. segmen-

tation and reassembly (SAR), and group management. Figure 1.43 illustrates
how L2CAP fits into the Bluetooth Protocol Stack. L2CAP lies above the Base-

band Protocol (page 33) and interfaces with other communication protocols

such as the Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol (SDP, page 3233), RFCOIVIM

(page 38:3), and Telephony Control (TCS. page 4.29). Voice-quality channels

for audio and telephony applications are usually run over Baseband SCO links.

Packetized audio data, such as IP Telephony, may be sent using communica-

tion protocols running over L2CAP.

29 November 1999 Introduction
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sop iarcoivuvi TCS Audio

L2CAP i Voice '
I ' l‘

I SOD

Baseband

Figure 1.4: L2CAP in Biuetooth Protocoi Architecture

Essential protocol requirements for L2CAP include simplicity and low over-

head. lmplementations of LZCAP must be applicable for devices with limited

computational resources. LZCAP should not consume excessive power since

that significantly sacrifices power efficiency achieved by the Bluetooth Radio.

Memory requirements for protocol implementation should also be kept to a
minimum.

The protocol complexity should be acceptable to personal computers, PDAs,

digital cellular phones, wireless headsets, joysticks and other wireless devices

supported by Bluetooth. Furthermore, the protocol should be designed to

achieve reasonably high bandwidth efficiency.

- Protocoi Muitipiexing

LZCAP must support protocol multiplexing because the Baseband Protocol

does not support any ‘type’ field identifying the higher layer protocol being

multiplexed above it. LZCAP must be able to distinguish between upper

layer protocols such as the Service Discovery Protocol (page 323),

RFCOMM (page 335), and Telephony Control (page <3».-.”.E}).

Segmentation and Reassembiy

Compared to other wired physical media, the data packets defined by the

Baseband Protocol (page 33) are limited in size. Exporting a maximum

transmission unit (MTU) associated with the largest Baseband payload (341

bytes for DH5 packets) limits the efficient use of bandwidth for higher layer

protocols that are designed to use larger packets. Large LZCAP packets

must be segmented into multiple smaller Baseband packets prior to their

transmission over the air. Similarly, multiple received Baseband packets

may be reassembled into a single larger L2CAP packet following a simple

integrity check (described in Section 2.4.2:‘ on page 235563). The Segmentation

and Reassembly (SAR) functionatity is absolutely necessary to support pro-

tocols using packets larger than those supported by the Baseband.

Quaiity of Service

The LZCAP connection establishment process allows the exchange of infor-

mation regarding the quality of service (Q08) expected between two Blue-

29 November 1999
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tooth units. Each L2CAP implementation must monitor the resources used

by the protocol and ensure that Q03 contracts are honoured.

Groups

Many protocols include the concept of a group of addresses. The Baseband

Protocol supports the concept of a piconet, a group of devices synchro-

nously hopping together using the same clock. The L2CAP group abstrac-

tion permits implementations to efficiently map protocol groups on to

piconets. Without a group abstraction, higher level protocois would need to

be exposed to the Baseband Protocol and Link Managerfunctionality in

order to manage groups efficiently.

12 ASSUMPNONS

The protocol is designed based on the following assumptions:

1. The AOL link between two units is set up using the Link Manager Protocol

(page '1. 85). The Baseband provides orderly delivery of data packets,

although there might be individual packet corruption and duplicates. No

more than 1 AOL link exists between any two devices.

. The Baseband always provides the impression of full-duplex communication

channels. This does not imply that all L2CAP communications are bi-direc-

tional. Multicasts and unidirectional traffic (e.g., video) do not require duplex
channels.

. L2CAP provides a reliable channel using the mechanisms available at the

Baseband layer. The Baseband always performs data integrity checks when

requested and resends data until it has been successfully acknowledged or

a timeout occurs. Because acknowledgements may be lost, timeouts may

occur even after the data has been successfully sent. The Baseband proto-

col uses a 1-bit sequence number that removes duplicates. Note that the

use of Baseband broadcast packets is prohibited if reliability is required

since all broadcasts start the first segment of an L2CAP packet with the

same sequence bit.

13 SCOPE

The following features are outside the scope of L2CAP’s responsibilities:

LZCAP does not transport audio designated for SCO links.

L2CAP does not enforce a reliable channel or ensure data integrity,

that is, LZCAP performs no retransmissions or checksum calculations.

L2Ci5\P does not support a reliable multicast channel. See Section at.2.

L2CAP does not support the concept of a global group name.

29 November 1999 Introduction
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2 GENERAL OPERATION

The Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP) is based around the

concept of ‘channels’. Each one of the end-points of an LZCAP channel is

referred to by a channei identifier.

2.1 CHANNEL IDENTIFIERS

Channel identifiers (CIDS) are local names representing a logical channel end-

point on the device. Identifiers from OXOOO1 to 0x003F are reserved for specific

LZCAP functions. The null identifier (OXOUUO) is defined as an illegal identifier

and must never be used as a destination end-point. Implementations are free

to manage the remaining C|Ds in a manner best suited for that particular imple-

mentation, with the provision that the same CID is not reused as a local L2CAP

channel endpoint for multiple simultaneous LZCAP channels between a local

device and some remote device. Table 2.! summarizes the definition and parti-

tioning of the CID name space.

CID assignment is relative to a particular device and a device can assign CIDs

independently from other devices (unless it needs to use any of the reserved

CIDs shown in the table below). Thus, even if the same CID value has been

assigned to (remote) channel endpoints by several remote devices connected

to a single local device. the local device can still uniquely associate each
remote CID with a different device.

Description

0x0000 Null identifier

0x0-301 Signalling channei

0x0002 Connectionless reception channel

0xO003-0x003F Reserved

UXOO4-0-UXFFFF Dynamically allocated

Tabie 2.1: (ND Definitions

2.2 OPERATION BETWEEN DEVICES

?~'-igtzre 2.’? on page 254 illustrates the use ofC|Ds in a communication between

corresponding peer L2CAP entities in separate devices. The connection-

oriented data channels represent a connection between two devices, where a

CID identifies each endpoint of the channel. The connectionless channels

restrict data flow to a single direction. These channels are used to support a

channel ’group' where the CID on the source represents one or more remote

devices. There are also a number of C|Ds reserved for special purposes. The

signalling channel is one example of a reserved channel. This channel is used

to create and establish connection-oriented data channels and to negotiate

changes in the characteristics of these channels. Support for a signalling chan-

General Operation 29 November ‘I999 253
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nel within an LZCAP entity is mandatory. Another CID is reserved for all incom-

ing connectionless data traffic. In the example below, a CID is used to

represent a group consisting of device #3 and #4. Traffic sent from this channel
ID is directed to the remote channel reserved for connectionless data traffic.

Connection-one riled Corlnectronless
data channel data channel

Figure 2.1: Channeis between devices

Tabie describes the various channels and their source and destination

identifiers. An ‘allocated’ channel is created to represent the local endpoint and

should be in the range 0x0040 to UXFFFF. Section 3 on page 258 describes the
state machine associated with each connectionless channel. Szlactson 4.1 on

page 2?}? describes the packet format associated with bi-directional channels

and Section «$.23 page I:‘.?'3 describes the packet format associated with uni-
directional channels.

Local CID Remote CIDChannel Type

Connection-oriented Dynamically allocated Dynamically allocated

Connectionless data Dynamically allocated 0x0El02 {fixed}

Signalling Ox-3001 (fixed) 0x0001 (fixed)

Table 2.2: Types of Channel identifiers

2.3 OPERATION BETWEEN LAYERS

LZCAP implementations should follow the general architecture described

below. LZCAP implementations must transfer data between higher layer proto-

cols and the lower layer protocol. This document lists a number of services that

should be exported by any L2CAP implementation. Each implementation must

also support a set of signalling commands for use between LZCAP implemen-

tations. LZCAP implementations should also be prepared to accept certain

types of events from lower layers and generate events to upper layers. How

these events are passed between layers is an implementation-dependent pro-
cess.

29 November 1999 General Operation
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Higher Layer

Reque sl Response

1 Confinn
L2CAP Layer

Response

Lower Layer

Figure 2.2: L2CAP Architecture

2.4 SEGMENTATION AND REASSEMBLY

Segmentation and reassembly (SAR) operations are used to improve effi-

ciency by supporting a maximum transmission unit (MTU) size larger than the

largest Baseband packet. This reduces overhead by spreading the network

and transport packets used by higher layer protocols over several Baseband

packets. All LZCAP packets may be segmented for transfer over Baseband

packets. The protocol does not perform any segmentation and reassembly

operations but the packet format supports adaptation to smaller physical frame

sizes. An LZCAP implementation exposes the outgoing (i.e._ the remote host’s

receiving) MTU and segments higher layer packets into ‘chunks’ that can be

passed to the Link Manager via the Host Controller Interface (HCI), whenever

one exists. On the receiving side, an LZCAP implementation receives 'chunks‘

from the HCI and reassembles those chunks into LZCAP packets using infor-

mation provided through the HCI and from the packet header.

Higher Layer Protocol Layer

L2CAP MTU

L2cAP Layer

HCl Max Buffer

Link Manager

Baseband Protocol Layer

Figure 2.3: L2CAP SAR Variabies

Segmentation and Reassembly is implemented using very little overhead in

Baseband packets. The two L_CH bits defined in the first byte of Baseband

Genera! Operation 29 November 1999
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payload (also called the frame header) are used to signal the start and continu-

ation of LZCAP packets. L_CH shall be ‘10' for the first segment in an LZCAP

packet and '01‘ for a continuation segment. An example use of SAR is shown

in Fig=.sre 2.4.

Figure 2.4: i_2CAP segmentation

2.4.1 Segmentation Procedures

The L2CAP maximum transmission unit (MTU) will be exported using an imple-

mentation specific service interface. It is the responsibility of the higher layer

protocol to limit the size of packets sent to the LZCAP layer below the MTU

limit. An LZCAP implementation will segment the packet into protocol data

units (PDU5) to send to the lower layer. If LZCAP runs directly over the Base-

band Protocol. an implementation may segment the packet into Baseband

packets for transmission over the air. If LZCAP runs above the host controller

interface (typical scenario), an implementation may send block-sized chunks to

the host controller where they will be converted into Baseband packets. All

L2CAP segments associated with an L2CAP packet must be passed through

to the Baseband before any other L2CAP packet destined to the same unit

may be sent.

2.4.2 Reassembly Procedures

The Baseband Protocol delivers ACL packets in sequence and protects the

integrity of the data using a 16-bit CRC. The Baseband also supports reliable

connections using an automatic repeat request (ARQ) mechanism. As the

Baseband controller receives ACL packets, it either signals the L2CAP layer on

the arrival of each Baseband packets, or accumulates a number of packets

before the receive buffer fills up or a timer expires before signalling the LZCAP

layen

L2CAP implementations must use the length field in the header of L2CAP

packets, see Section 4 on page 2?:&, as a consistency check and discard any

LZCAP packets that fail to match the length field. If channel reliability is not

needed, packets with improper lengths may be silently discarded. For reliable

channels, LZCAP implementations must indicate to the upper layer that the

channel has become unreliable. Reliable channels are defined by having an

infinite flush timeout value as specified in Section 6.}? on page

Figure on page 25?’ illustrates the use of segmentation and reassembly

operations to transmit a single higher layer PDU. Note that while there is a one-

to-one mapping between a high layer PDU and an L2CAP packet, the segment

29 November 1999 General Operation
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3 STATE MACHINE

This section describes the L2CAP connection-oriented channel state machine.

The section defines the states, the events causing state transitions, and the

actions to be performed in response to events. This state machine is only perti-

nent to bi-directional C|Ds and is not representative of the signalling channel or
the uni-directional channel.

Upper Protocol Layer

LZCA Req uest I

Upper Protocol Layer

I LZCA Confirm L2CA_Response I I LZCA Indication. L2cAP Request

LQCAP Layer LZCAP Layer Ide
. LECAP Response .

LP _RespDnse ILP_Request I T LP__Conf|rm I LP_|ndu::a|:on
I Lower Protocol (LP) Layer Lower Protocol (LP) Layer I

Figure 3. 1: i_2CAP Layer interactions

Figure 3. '1 illustrates the events and actions performed by an implementation of

the L2CAP iayer. Client and Server simply represent the initiator of the request

and the acceptor of the request respectively. An application-level Client would

both initiate and accept requests. The naming convention is as follows. The

interface between two layers (vertical interface) uses the prefix of the lower

layer offering the service to the higher layer, e.g., L2CA. The interface between

two entities of the same layer (horizontal interface) uses the prefix of the proto-

col (adding a P to the layer identification), e.g., L2CAP. Events coming from

above are called Requests (Req) and the corresponding replies are called

Confirms (Cfm). Events coming from below are called Indications (Ind) and the

corresponding replies are called Responses (Rsp). Responses requiring fur-

ther processing are called Pending (Pnd). The notation for Confirms and

Responses assumes positive replies. Negative replies are denoted by a ‘Neg’

suffix such as L2CAP_ConnectCfmNeg.

While Requests for an action always result in a corresponding Confirmation

(for the successful or unsuccessful satisfaction of the action), Indications do

not always result into corresponding Responses. The latter is especially true, if

the Indications are informative about locally triggered events. e.g., seeing the

1. For simplicity, the stripping of any additional HCI and USB specific information fields prior to
the creation of the baseband packets (Air_1, Air_2, etc.) is not shown in the figure.

258 29 November 1999 State Machine
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i_P_QoS'/ioiationlno‘ in Section 3.1.1 on 259, or i.2CA_ Timeoutino‘ in

Section on 253:‘.

L2CA'RequeSl ‘--1-. L2CAP_Request

L2CA_|ndication

LZCA R
L2C.AP_Response ' esponse

L2CA_Confin'n

Figure 3.2: M80 of Layer interactions

Figtire 3.2 uses a message sequence chart (MSC) to illustrate the normal

sequence of events. The two outer vertical lines represent the LZCA interface

on the initiator (the device issuing a request) and the acceptor (the device

responding to the initiator’s request). Request commands at the L2CA inter-

face result in Requests defined by the protocol. When the protocol communi-

cates the request to the acceptor, the remote L2CA entity presents the upper

protocol with an Indication. When the acceptor's upper protocol responds, the

response is packaged by the protocol and communicated back the to initiator.

The result is passed back to the initiator’s upper protocol using a Confirm mes-

sage.

3.1 EVENTS

Events are all incoming messages to the L2CA layer along with timeouts.

Events are partitioned into five categories: Indications and Confirms from tower

layers, Requests and Responses from higher layers, data from peers, signal

Requests and Responses from peers, and events caused by timer expirations.

3.1.1 Lower-Layer Protocol (LP) to LZCAP events

- i.P_ConnectCfm

Confirms the request (see LP_ConnectReq in flection 3.2.?) to establish a

lower layer (Baseband) connection. This includes passing the authentication

challenge if authentication is required to establish the physical link.

i_P_ConnectCfrnNeg

Confirms the failure of the request (see LP_ConnectReq in Siection 3.2.1) to

establish a lower layer {Baseband) connection failed. This could be because

State Machine 29 November 1999
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the device could not be contacted, refused the request. or the LMP authenti-

cation challenge failed.

LP_ Connectind

Indicates the lower protocol has successfully established connection. In the

case of the Baseband, this will be an ACL link. An LZCAF’ entity may use to

information to keep track of what physical links exist.

Logicai Link Controi and Adaptation Protocol Specification

LP_ Disconnectind

Indicates the lower protocol (Basehand) has been shut down by LMP com-
mands or a timeout event.

LP_ooscrm

Confirms the request (see i_P_QoSReq in Section 3.2.?)for a given quality
of service.

LP_ OoSCfmNeg

Confirms the failure of the request (see i_P_QoSReq in Sésction 3.2.?) for a

given quality of service.

LP_008Violationind

Indicates the lower protocol has detected a violation of the Q08 agreement

Specified in the previous LP_QoSReq (see Siectiort 3.25%).

3.1.2 L2CAP to LZCAP Signalling events

L2CAP to L2CAP signalling events are generated by each LZCAP entity follow-

ing the exchange of the corresponding L2CAP signalling PDUS, see Secztic:-n E3.

LZCAP Signalling PDUS, like any other L2CAP PDUS, are received from a

lower layer via a lower protocol indication event. For simplicity of the presenta-

tion, we avoid a detailed description of this process, and we assume that sig-

nalling events are exchanged directly between the L2CAP peer entities as

shown in E-"ignre 3.‘! en $3525.

- L2CAP_ ConnecrReq

A Connection Request packet has been received.

L2CAP_ Conne-crRsp

A Connection Response packet has been received with a positive result

indicating that the connection has been established.

L2CAF’_ ConnectRspPnd

A Connection Response packet has been received indicating the remote

endpoint has received the request and is processing it.

L2CAP_ Conne-crRspNeg

A Connection Response packet has been received, indicating that the con-
nection could not be established.

L2CAP_ Com‘igReq

29 November 1999 State Machine
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A Configuration Request packet has been received indicating the remote

endpoint wishes to engage in negotiations concerning channel parameters.

i_2CAP_ Confi'gRsp

A Configuration Response packet has been received indicating the remote

endpoint agrees with all the parameters being negotiated.

i_2CAP__ ConfigRspNeg

A Configuration Response packet has been received indicating the remote

endpoint does not agree to the parameters received in the response packet.

i_2CAP_DisconnectReq

A Disconnection Request packet has been received and the channel must

initiate the disconnection process. Following the completion of an L2CAP

channel disconnection process, an L2CAP entity should return the corre-

sponding local CID to the pool of ‘unassigned C|Ds.

i_2CAP_DisconnectRsp

A Disconnection Response packet has been received. Following the receipt

of this signal, the receiving L2CAP entity may return the corresponding local

CID to the pool of unassigned CIDs. There is no corresponding negative

response because the Disconnect Request must succeed.

3.1.3 LZCAP to LZCAP Data events
0

i_2CAP_Data

A Data packet has been received.

3.1.4 Upper-Layer to L2CAP events
I

i_2CA_ConnectReq

Request from upper layer for the creation of a channel to a remote device.

i.2CA_ConnectRsp

Response from upper layer to the indication of a connection request from a

remote device (see L2CA_Connectlnd in Section 3.2.4).

i_2CA_ ConnectRspNeg

Negative response (rejection) from upper layer to the indication ofa Connec-

tion request from a remote device (see i_2CA_Connectind in Section 3-..5.t.<i).

i_2CA_ConfigReq

Request from upper layer to (re)configure the channel.

i.2CA_ Configfisp

Response from upper layer to the indication of a (re) configuration request

(see i_2CA_ Configindin E3ez:;tion 3..?3..~’$).

i_2CA_ ConfigRspNeg

State Machine 29 November 1999
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A negative response from upper layer to the indication of a (re) configuration

request (see i_2CA_Configind in Election 3.2.4).

L2CA_DisconnectReq

Request from upper layer for the immediate disconnection of a channel.

L2CA_DisconnectRsp

Response from upper layer to the indication of a disconnection request (see

L2CA_Disconnectind in Section 3.2.4). There is no corresponding negative

response, the disconnect indication must always be accepted.

i.2CA_ DataRead

Request from upper layer for the transfer of received data from LZCAP entity

to upper layer.

L2CA_Data Write

Request from upper tayer for the transfer of data from the upper layer to

LZCAP entity for transmission over an open channel.

3.1.5 Timer events

RTX

The Response Timeout expired (RTX) timer is used to terminate the chan-

nel when the remote endpoint is unresponsive to signalling requests. This

timer is started when a signalling request (see Section 5 on 275) is

sent to the remote device. This timer is disabled when the response is

received. If the initial timer expires, a duplicate Request message may be

sent or the channel identified in the request may be disconnected. If a dupli-

cate Request message is sent, the RTX timeout value must be reset to a

new value at least double the previous value.

Implementations have the responsibility to decide on the maximum number

of Request retransmissions performed at the LZCAP level before discon-

necting the channel. The decision should be based on the flush timeout of

the signalling iink. The longer the flush timeout, the more retransmissions

may be performed at the physical layer and the reliability of the channel

improves, requiring fewer retransmissions at the L2CAP level. For example,

if the flush timeout is infinite, no retransmissions should be performed at the
L2CAP level.

The value of this timer is implementation-dependent but the minimum initial
value is 1 second and the maximum initial value is E30 seconds. One RTX

timer MUST exist for each outstanding signalling request, including each

Echo Request. The timer disappears on the final expiration, when the

response is received, or the physical link is lost. The maximum elapsed time
between the initial start of this timer and the initiation of channel disconnec-

tion (if no response is received) is 60 seconds.

ERTX

The Extended Response Timeout eXpired (ERTX) timer is used in place of

the RTX timer when it is suspected the remote endpoint is performing addi-
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tional processing of a request signal. This timer is started when the remote

endpoint responds that a request is pending, e.g., when an

i_2CAP_ConnectRspPnd event is received. This timer is disabled when the

formal response is received or the physical link is lost. If the initial timer

expires, a duplicate Request may be sent or the channel may be discon-

nected. lfa duplicate Request is sent, the particular ERTX timer disappears,

replaced by a new RTX timer and the whole timing procedure restarts as

described previously for the RTX timer.

The value of this timer is implementation-dependent but the minimum initial
value is 60 seconds and the maximum initial value is 300 seconds. Similar to

RTX, there MUST be at least one ERTX timer for each outstanding request

that received a Pending response. There should be at most one (RTX or

ERTX) associated with each outstanding request. The maximum elapsed
time between the initial start of this timer and the initiation of channel discon-

nection (if no response is received) is 300 seconds.

3.2 ACTIONS

Actions are partitioned into five categories: Confirms and indications to higher

layers, Request and Responses to lower layers, Requests and Responses to

peers, data transmission to peers, and setting timers.

3.2.1 LZCAP to Lower Layer actions

- i_P_ConnectReq

LZCAP requests the lower protocol to create a connection. If a physical link

to the remote device does not exist, this message must be sent to the lower

protocol to establish the physical connection. Since no more than a single

ACL link between two devices is assumed, see Setztiajrt 1.2 on page 252,
additional L2CAP channels between these two devices must share the

same baseband ACL link.

Following the processing of the request, the lower layer returns with an

i_P_ Connectcfm or an i_P_ConnectCfmNeg to indicate whether the request

has been satisfied or not, respectivety.

i.P_OoSF<’eq

LZCAP requests the lower protocol to accommodate a particular Q08

parameter set. Following the processing of the request, the lower layer

returns with an i_P_QoSCfm or an i_P_QoSCfmNeg to indicate whether the

request has been satisfied or not, respectively

i_P_ConnectRsp

A positive response accepting the previous connection indication request

(see i_P_Connectind in Efiection 3.1.1).

- i_P_ConnectRspNeg

A negative response denying the previous connection indication request

(see i_P_C0nnectino' in Efiection 3.1.1).
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3.2.2 L2CAP to L2CAP Signalling actions

This section contains the same names identified in Sec:ticn except the

actions refer to the transmission, rather than reception, of these messages.

3.2.3 LZCAP to L2CAP Data actions

This section is the counterpart of Section 3. 1 Data transmission is the action

perfonned here.

3.2.4 L2CAP to Upper Layer actions

c L2CA_ Connectind

Indicates a Connection Request has been received from a remote device

(see i_2CA_ConnectReq in Section i .53).

L2CA_ Connectcfm

Confirms that a Connection Request has been accepted (see

(i_2CAP_ConnectReq in Sec.-tier 3.1.4) following the receipt of a Connection

message from the remote device.

L2CA_ ConnectCfmNeg

Negative confirmation (failure) of a Connection Request (see

L2CA_ConnectReq in Section 3.’? .«E). An RTX timer expiration (see

Section 3.'t .5 and L2CA_TimeOutind below) for an outstanding Connect

Request can substitute for a negative Connect Response and result in this
action.

L2CA_ ConnectPno‘

Confirms that a Connection Response (pending) has been received from the
remote device.

L2CA_Com‘igind

Indicates a Configuration Request has been received from a remote device.

L2CA_ ConfigCfm

Confirms that a Configuration Request has been accepted (see

L2CA_ConfigReq in Sectior: 1-3.1.:-’t) following the receipt of a Configuration

Response from the remote device.

L2CA_ ConfigCfmNeg

Negative confirmation (failure) of a Configuration Request (see

L2CA_ConfigReq in Section 3.1.4). An RTX timer expiration (see

Section 3.’: .5 and i.2CA_ Timeoutind below) for an outstanding Connect

Request can substitute for a negative Connect Response and result in this
action.
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i_2CA_ Disconnectlnd

Indicates a Disconnection Request has been received from a remote device
or the remote device has been disconnected because it has failed to

respond to a signalling request. See Erection 3.1.5

i_2CA_DisconnectCfrn

Confirms that a Disconnect Request has been processed by the remote

device (see i_2CA_DisconneciReq in Section 13.’: .41) following the receipt of a

Disconnection Response from the remote device. An RTX timer expiration

(see Section 3.1 and i_2CA_Time-Outind below) for an outstanding Discon-

nect Request can substitute for a Disconnect Response and result in this

action. Upon receiving this event the upper layer knows the LZCAP channel

has been terminated. There is no corresponding negative confirm.

i_2CA_ Timeouiind

Indicates that a RTX or ERTX timer has expired. This indication will occur an

implementation-dependant number of times before the LZCAP implementa-

tion will give up and send a L2CA_Disconnectlnd.

i.2CA_ Q05 Violationind

Indicates that the quality of service agreement has been violated.

3.3 CHANNEL OPERATIONAL STATES
I

CLOSED

In this state, there is no channel associated with this CID. This is the only

state when a link level connection (Baseband) may not exist. Link discon-
nection forces all other states into the CLOSED state.

W4_L2CAP_CONNECT_RSP

In this state, the CID represents a local end-point and an

L2CAP_ConnectReq message has been sent referencing this endpoint and

it is now waiting for the corresponding L2CAP_ConnectRsp message.

w4_i.2cA_ CONNECT_RSF’

In this state, the remote end-point exists and an L2CAP_ConneciReq has

been received by the local LZCAP entity. An L2CA_Connect|nd has been

sent to the upper layer and the part of the local L2CAP entity processing the

received i_2CAP_ConnectReq waits for the corresponding response. The

response may require a security check to be performed.

CONFIG

In this state, the connection has been established but both sides are still

negotiating the channel parameters. The Configuration state may also be

entered when the channel parameters are being renegotiated. Prior to enter-

ing the CONFIG state, all outgoing data traffic should be suspended since

the traffic parameters of the data traffic are to be renegotiated. Incoming

data traffic must be accepted until the remote channel endpoint has entered
the CON FIG state.
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In the COM FIG state, both sides must issue L2CAP_ConfigReq messages —

if only defaults are being used, a null message shouid be sent, see Section

5.3 on page If a large amount of parameters need to be negotiated,

multiple messages may be sent to avoid any MTU limitations and negotiate

incrementally — see Section is on page 289 for more details.

Moving from the CON FIG state to the OPEN state requires both sides to be

ready. An LZCAP entity is ready when it has received a positive response to

its final request and it has positively responded to the final request from the
remote device.

OPEN

In this state, the connection has been established and configured, and data

flow may proceed.

W4_L2CAP_DiSCONNECT_RSP

In this state. the connection is shutting down and an L2CAP_DisconnectReq

message has been sent. This state is now waiting for the corresponding
response.

W4_L2CA_DiSCONNECT_RS‘P

In this state. the connection on the remote endpoint is shutting down and an

L2CAP_DisconnectReq message has been received. An

L2CA_Disconnect|nd has been sent to the upper layer to notify the owner of

the CID that the remote endpoint is being closed. This state is now waiting

for the corresponding response from the upper layer before responding to

the remote endpoint.

3.4 MAPPING EVENTS TO ACTIONS

Tabie 3.‘: defines the actions taken in response to events that occur in a partic-

ular state. Events that are not listed in the table, nor have actions marked MC

(for no change), are assumed to be errors and silently discarded.

Data input and output events are only defined for the Open and Configuration

states. Data may not be received during the initial Configuration state, but may

be received when the Configuration state is re-entered due to a reconfiguration

process. Data received during any other state should be silently discarded.
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Event cu rrent State Action New State

LP_ConnectCfm

LP_ConnectCfmNeg

LP_Connectlnd

l_P_Disoonnectlnd

l_P_Dlsconnectlnd

LP_QoSViolation I nd

LP_QoSViolation I nd

L2CAP_ConneciReq

L2CAP_ConnectRsp

L2CAP_ConneclRsp
Pnd

L2CAP_ConnectRsp
Neg

L2CAP_ConfigReq

L2CAP_ConfigReq

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

Any except
CLOSED

Any but OPEN

CLOSED. (CID
dynamically allo-
cated from free

pool.)

W4_L2CAP_CON
N ECT_RS P

W4~_L2CAP_CON
NECT_RSF'

W4_L2CAP_CON
NECT_RSP

CLOSED

Tabie 3.1: L2CAP Channei State Machine

Flag physical link as up and
initiate the LZCAP connec-
tion.

Flag physical link as clown
and fail any outstanding
service oonnection requests
by sending an
L2CA_CormectCfmNeg
message to the upper layer.

Flag link as up.

Flag link as down.

Send upper layer
L2CA_Disconnect|nd
message.

Discard

Send upper layer
L2CA_QoSVioIation|nd
message. if service level is
guaranteed, terminate the
channel.

Send upper layer
L2CA_Connecllnd. Option-
ally: Send peer
L2CAP_ConnectRspPnd

Send upper layer
L2CA_ConnectCfm mes-
sage. Disable RTX timer.

Send upper layer
L2CA_ConnectPnd mes-
sage. Disable RTX timer
and start ERTX timer.

Send upper layer
L2CA_ConnectCfmNeg
message.

Return CID to free pool.
Disable RTXiERTX timers.

Send peer
L2CAP_Config RspNeg
message.

Send upper layer
L2CA_Config|nd message.

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

NIC

OPEN or

W4_L2CA_
DISCONNECT

_RSP

W4_L2CA__
CON NECT__
RSP

CLOSED
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Event current State Action New State

L2CAP__ConfigReq

L2CAP_ConflgRsp

L2CAP_ConfigRsp
Neg

L2CAP_D iscon nect
Req

L2CAP_Discon nect
Req

L2CAP_Disconnect
Rsp

L2CAP_Data

L2CA_ConneclReq

L2CA_ConneclRsp

L2CA_ConneclRsp
Neg

L2CAAConfigReq

L2CA_Config Req

OPEN

CLOSED

Any except
CLOSED

W4_L2CAP_
DlSCONNECT_
RSP

OPEN or CON FIG

CLOSED

(CED dynamically
allocated from

free pool)

W4_L2CA_CONN
ECT_RSP

W4_L2CA_CONN
ECT_RSP

CLOSED

CONFEG

Suspend data transmission
at a convenient point. Send
upper layer
L2CA_ConfEgInd message.

Send upper layer
L2CA_ConfigCfm message.
Disable RTX timer.

if an L2CAP_ConfigReq
message has been
received and positively
responded to, then enter
OPEN state, othenivise
remain in CONFIG state.

Send upper layer
L2CA_ConflgCfmNeg mes-
sage. Disable RTX timer.

Send peer
L2CAP_DisconnectRsp
message.

Send upper layer L2CA_
Disconnectlnd message.

Send upper layer
L2CA_DisconnectCfm mes-
sage. Disable RTX timer.

if complete L2CAP packet
received, send upper layer
L2CA_Read confirm.

Send peer
LP2CAP_ConnectReq
message. Start RTX timer.

Send peer L2CAP_
ConnectRsp message.

Send peer
L2CAP_ConnectRspNeg
message.

Return CID to free pool.

Send upper layer L2CA_
ConfigCfmNeg message.

Send peer
L2CAP_ConfigReq
message. Start RTX timer.

CONFlG

NiC or OPEN

NiC

W4_L2CA_
DISCONNECT

_RSP

CLOSED

NiC

w4_L2cAP_
CONNECT_RS
P

Table 3. ‘i: L2CAP Channei State Machine
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Event current State Action New State

Suspend data transmission
at a convenient point. Send
peer L2CAP_ConfigReq
message. Start RTX timer.

L2CA__ConfigFx’eq OPEN CON FiG

Send peer
L2CAP_ConfigRsp
message. If ali outstanding
L2CAP_ConfigReq mes-
sages have received posi-
tive responses then move in
OPEN state. Otherwise.
remain in CONFIG state.

Send peer L2CAP_
ConfigRspNeg message.

L2CA_ConfigRsp NFC or OPEN

L2CA_ConflgRspNeg CONFIG NIC

Send peer
L2CAP_DisconnectReq
message. Start RTX timer.

W4_L2CAP_
DISCONNECT

_RSP
L2CA_Disoonnect OPEN or CONFIG
Req

Send peer
L2CAP_DisconnectRsp
message. Return CID to
free pool.

w4_L2cA_
DiSCONNECT_
RSP

L2CA_DisoonnectRsp CLOSED

if payload complete. trans-
L2CA-DataRead fer payload to In Buffer.

OPEN

Send peer L2CAP__Data
OPEN message.L2CA__DataWrite

Send upper layer
L2CA_TlmeOutlnd
message. If final expiration,
return CID to free pool else
re-send Request.

Timer_RTX CLOSED

Send upper layer
L2CA_TimeOutind
message. If final expiration,
return CID to free pool else
re-send Request.

Timer_E RTX CLOSED

Tabie 3.1: i_2CAP Channei State Machine

iiigure 3.3 iiiustrates a simplified state machine and typical transition path

taken by an initiator and acceptor. The state machine shows what events
cause state transitions and what actions are also taken while the transitions

occur. Not all the events listed in Taste 3.? are included in the simplified State

Machine to avoid cluttering the figure.
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CLOSED
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Evcnlz L20: Ctrrv:c|Rsn ""-..__ LON“. Eua':'l.201F' cornea-zrisuMien. L2cM''_cormc:r<sp \‘ ' 1'u:|icr.L2c.N“_Gor’igfil.‘O
"_"1"‘\. ' " .I, . .

1
K. .4‘

Event: L2CAP__Cor"IgRl:<: . . EuI!l"'.2 L2CA|‘_ confq; Rsptxleg
Alma: Lzcnp Ca'I‘i;=l:i|:Nr:g . _. nu:-.ir.::L2c.nP Gr.r‘i§R.uq

I

E\-1311:: L2C.-\_C-on''ig5io:: ;! Even: l.i':l.'J.A|"_CcrfigRspAc')'rr: Lzaw rzm-'.;R;:;. ‘ Anion: LZCA Cor-|':§CTnI\
‘L

Elan-I LZC-‘P D'=u:nrw-.cfl.rx'. /A Em-:I:L2cA Disecrx-rncimxi
Aciicn-Lzcn Dwmrnrrxtt-ct ,1’ 0'};-_'N Aninn-LRCAP Discxrnnasma/»

w.-_|.:c'n_msc-rJN_itsr [ " I‘ '; v.:_1:L'.\r_ni:suJn:_Rsr

Ems‘: L3:-K D-an-—.-.=.:Rap “ sum: Lzcuo UL'u::rr::¢:R::pAc=Jnr=:L2L‘A.|‘_Discorr=ec:R5n Actiar L2CA_D5carIr'¢c'.C“m

-------- - —-F ' use
Normal Acceptor Palh Normal lnlialor Path

Figure 3. 3: State Machine Exampie

Figure 3.4 presents another illustration of the events and actions based around

the messages sequences being communicated between two devices. In this

example, the initiator is creating the first LZCAP channel between two devices.

Both sides start in the CLOSED state. After receiving the request from the

upper layer, the entity requests the lower layer to establish a physical link. if no

physical link exists. LMP commands are used to create the physical link

between the devices. Once the physical link is established, L2CAP signals may
be sent over it.

Figtire 3;?» is an example and not all setup sequences will be identical to the
one illustrated below.
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in iliator

zcmseo] TCLOSED]

L2CA__ConneI:1Req
LP Cumacrfleu

LF'_Conns1:IInd

VLF“_Connec1Rsn
LZCAT-‘__Come:lRaq

L2CA_Conne-cilnd
Mh1_L2CAF'_Cnnnec1Rsp] iwsi _L2CR_ConrIacIF!sp]l I_2cm=_ CunnactR5p L2CA_ Connoclfisp

LZCAP Configmau
L2CJ\_Com‘ig|nd

LECAP _ConfigRsp
LZCA _CaMigFlfiD

L2cA_cmngcnn
L2CA_Conrsg1na L2CJ\F'_ConfigF!eq L2CA_Com':gR.aq

L242-R Cmfiqflsn
L2CJ\P_ConflgRsD

L2cA__cnnrugc:tm‘HIIIIIIIIIIIL2CA_D|scomec'|Rau
L2-CAP Disoonnec1Ren

LZCA Disconrlifillrxd

Mai _I.2CR_Di5connac1Rsp!

!'W4_L2CA|"‘_ Discomeclflsp] F
E L2CAP_DisconnectRsp L2C.|\_DI'5conrIec1R5p

L2CA_ Disn:Dnn9l:lC1r!I
:‘CLO-SEO] {CLOSE D]

Figure 3.4: Message Sequence Chan‘ of Basic Operation
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4 DATA PACKET FORMAT

L2CAP is packet-based but follows a communication model based on chan-

neis. A channel represents a data flow between L2CAP entities in remote

devices. Channels may be connection—oriented or connectionless.

All packet fields use Little Endian byte order.

4.1 CONNECTION-ORIENTED CHANNEL

F‘ig=.:re 4.? illustrates the format of the LZCAP packet (also referred to as the

LZCAP PDU) within a connection—oriented channel.

lnlurmalion (payload:

Figure 4.1: LZCAP Packet (tieid sizes in bits)

The fields shown are:

- Length: 2 octets (16 bits)

Length indicates the size of information payload in bytes, excluding the length

of the LZCAP header. The length of an information payload can be up to 65535

bytes. The Length field serves as a simple integrity check of the reassembled

LZCAP packet on the receiving end.

- Cnannei iD: 2 octets

The channel ID identifies the destination channel endpoint of the packet. The

scope of the channel ID is relative to the device the packet is being sent to.

- information: 0 to 65535 octets

This contains the payload received from the upper layer protocol (outgoing

packet), or delivered to the upper layer protocol (incoming packet). The min-

imum supported MTU for connection-oriented packets (MTUCM) is negoti-

ated during channel configuration (see Section 5.3 on page The

minimum supported MTU for the signalling packet (MTUS-lg) is 48 bytes (see
Se-::tion on page 2‘i’5).
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4.2 CONNECTIONLESS DATA CHANNEL

In addition to connection-oriented channels. LZCAP also exports the concept of

a group-oriented channel. Data sent to the ‘group’ channel is sent to all mem-

bers of the group in a best-effort manner. Groups have no quality of service

associated with them. Group channels are unreliable; LZCAP makes no guar-

antee that data sent to the group successfully reaches all members of the

group. If reliable group transmission is required. it must be implemented at a

higher layer.

Transmissions to a group must be non-exclusively sent to all members of that

group. The local device cannot be a member of the group, and higher layer

protocols are expected to loopback any data traffic being sent to the local

device. Non-exclusive implies non-group members may receive group trans-

missions and higher level (or link level) encryption can be used to support pri-
vate communication.

byte2 by‘te3 MSB

Channel ID [DxE|DfJ2)

information (payload)

Information (cont)

Figure 4.2: Connectlonless Packet

The fields shown are:

0 Length.‘ 2 octets

Length indicates the size of information payload plus the PSM field in bytes,

excluding the length of the LZCAP header.

Channel lD: 2 octets

Channel ID (OXOOOZ) reserved for connectionless traffic.

Protocol/Service Multiplexer (PSM): 2 octets (minimum)

The PSM field is based on the ISO 3309 extension mechanism for address

fields. All content of the PSM field, referred to as the PSM value, must be

ODD. that is. the least significant bit of the least significant octet must be '1‘.

Also, all PSM values must be assigned such that the least significant bit of

the most significant octet equals '0’. This allows the PSM field to be

extended beyond 16 bits. The PSM value definitions are specific to LZCAP

and assigned by the Bluetooth SIG. For more information on the PSM field

see Setttson 5.2 on ;E’.?'El.
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| - information: 0 to 65533 octets

The payload information to be distributed to all members of the group.

lmpiementations must support a minimum connectionless MTU (MTUCHIJ of

670 octets, unless explicitly agreed upon othenivise, e.g., for single opera-

tion devices that are built to comply to a specific Bluetooth profile that dic-

tates the use of a specific MTU for connectionless traffic that is less than

MTUW.

The L2CAP group service interface provides basic group management mecha-

nisms including creating a group. adding members to a group, and removing

members from a group. There are no pre-defined groups such as ‘all radios in

range’.
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5 SIGNALLING

This section describes the signalling commands passed between two L2CAP

entities on remote devices. All signalling commands are sent to CID OXOOO1.

The LZCAP implementation must be able to determine the Bluetooth address

(BD_ADDR) of the device that sent the commands. i'~“sgure 5. ‘i illustrates the

general format of all LZCAP packets containing signalling commands. Multiple

commands may be sent in a single (LZCAP) packet and packets are sent to

CID 0x0001. MTU Commands take the form of Requests and Responses. All

LZCAP implementations must support the reception of signalling packets

whose MTU (MTUSEQ) does not exceed 48 bytes. L2CAP implementations
should not use signalling packets beyond this size without first testing whether

the implementation can support larger signalling packets.

Command #1

Command #2

Figure 5.1: Signaiiing Command Packet Format

2'5-‘ig:;Lt:“e 5.2 displays the general format of all signalling commands.

Identifier

Figure 5.2: Command format

The fields shown are:

- Code: 1' octet

The Code field is one octet long and identifies the type of command. When a

packet is received with an unknown Code field, a Command Reject packet
(defined in Section on page 2}"i’) is sent in response.

Up-to-date values of assigned Codes are specified in the latest Bluetooth

‘Assigned Numbers’ document (page ‘$068). ‘Fabio 5.1 on page 2% lists the
codes defined by this document. All codes are specified with the most signif-
icant bit in the left-most position.
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code Description

RESERVED

Command reject

Connection request

Connection response

Configure request

Configure response

Disconnection request

Disconnection response

Echo request

Echo response

Information request

Information response

Table 5. ‘i: Signet.-‘ing Command Codes

- identifier: 1 octet

The Identifier field is one octet long and helps matching a request with the

reply. The requesting device sets this field and the responding device uses

the same value in its response. A different Identifier must be used for each

original command. Identifiers should not be recycled until a period of 360

seconds has elapsed from the initial transmission of the command using the

identifier. On the expiration of a RTX or ERTX timer, the same identifier

should be used if a duplicate Request is re-sent as stated in Section 3.1.5

on stage 262. A device receiving a duplicate request should reply with a

duplicate response. A command response with an invalid identifier is silently

discarded. Signalling identifier 0x0000 is defined to be an illegal identifier

and shall never be used in any command.

Length: 2 octets

The Length field is two octets long and indicates the size in octets of the

data field of the command only, i.e., it does not cover the Code, Identifier,

and Length fields.

Data.‘ 0 or more octets

The Data field is variable in length and discovered using the Length field.
The Code field determines the format of the Data field.
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5.1 COMMAND REJECT (CODE 01:01)

A Command Reject packet is sent in response to a command packet with an

unknown command code or when sending the corresponding Response is
inappropriate. Figure 5.3 displays the format of the packet. The Identifier

should match the Identifier of the packet containing the unidentified code field.
Implementations must always send these packets in response to unidentified

signalling packets.

When multiple commands are included in an L2CAP packet and the packet

exceeds the MTU of the receiver, a single Command Reject packet is sent in
response. The identifier should match the first Request command in the

L2CAP packet. If only Responses are recognized. the packet shall be silently
discarded.

Code=Dx01 Identifier Length

Reason Data (optional)

Figure 5.3: Command Reject Packet

- Length = 0x0002 or more octets

- Reason:2octets

The Reason field describes why the Request packet was rejected.

Reason value Description

0x0000 Command not understood

OXOOO1 Signalling MTU exceeded

0x0002 Invalid CID in request

Other Reserved

Table 5.2: Reason Code Descriptions

- Data: 0 or more octets

The length and content of the Data field depends on the Reason code. If the
Reason code is OXOOOO. “Command not understood", no Date field is used.

If the Reason code is OXOOO1, “Signalling MTU Exceeded", the 2-octet Data
field represents the maximum signalling MTU the sender of this packet can
accept.

If a command refers to an invalid channel then the Reason code 0xO002 will

be returned. Typically a channel is invalid because it does not exist. A 4-
octet data field on the command reject will contain the local (first) and

remote (second) channel endpoints (relative to the sender of the Command
Reject) of the disputed channel. The latter endpoints are obtained from the

corresponding rejected command. If the rejected command contains only

one of the channel endpoints, the other one is replaced by the null CID
OXOOOO.
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Reason value Data Length Data value

NiA

Actual MTU

Requested CID

Table 5. 3: Reason Data vaiues

5.2 CONNECTION REQUEST (CODE 0x02)

Connection request packets are sent to create a channel between two devices.

The channel connection must be established before configuration may begin.

igurs-2 53.4 illustrates a Connection Request packet.

Code =0:(U2 identifier

Pslvl

Figure 5.4: Connection Request Packet

- Length = OXOOO4 or more octets

- Protocoi/Sen/ice Muitipiexor (PSM): 2 octets (minimum)

The PSM field is two octets (minimum) in length. The structure of the PSM
field is based on the ISO 3309 extension mechanism for address fieids. All

PSM values must be ODD, that is, the least significant bit of the least signifi-

cant octet must be '1'. Also. all PSM values must be assigned such that the

least significant bit of the most significant octet equals '0‘. This allows the

PSM field to be extended beyond 16 bits. PSM values are separated into

two ranges. Values in the first range are assigned by the Bluetooth SIG and

indicate protocols. The second range of values are dynamically allocated

and used in conjunction with the Service Discovery Protocol (SDP). The

dynamically assigned values may be used to support multiple implementa-

tions of a particular protocol, e.g., RFCOM M, residing on top of L2CAP or for

prototyping an experimental protocol.

Description

0x0001 Service Discovery Protocol

0><00tJ3 RFCOMM

Dx0O05 Telephony Control Protocol

<0x1000 RESERVED

[Ox'1001-DXFFFF] DYNAMICALLY ASSIGNED

Table 5.4: Defined PSM Values
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- Source CiD (SCiD).' 2 octets

The source local CID is two octets in length and represents a channel end-

point on the device sending the request. Once the channel has been config-

ured, data packets flowing from the sender of the request must be send to

this CID. In this section, the Source CID represents the channel endpoint on

the device sending the request and receiving the response, while the Desti-

nation CID represents the channel endpoint on the device receiving the

request and sending the response.

5.3 CONNECTION RESPONSE (CODE OXO3)

When a unit receives a Connection Request packet, it must send a Connection

Response packet. The format of the connection response packet is shown in

Figure

Code=0><03 identifier

Destination CID

Result

Figure 5.5: Connection Response Packet

- Length = 0x0008 octets

- Destination Channei identifier (DCiD).' 2 octets

The field contains the channel end-point on the device sending this

Response packet.

v Source Channei identifier (SCID): 2 octets

The fieid contains the channel end-point on the device receiving this

Response packet.
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- Result.‘ 2 octets

The result field indicates the outcome of the connection request. The result
value of OXOOOO indicates success while a non-zero value indicates the con-

nection request tailed. A logical channel is established on the receipt of a
successful result. Tobie defines values for this field. If the result field is

not zero, the DCID and SCID fields should be ignored.

Description

Connection successful.

Connection pending

Connection refused — PSM not supported.

Connection refused — security block.

Connection refused — no resources available.

Reserved.

Table 5.5: Result values

- Status: 2 octets

Only defined for Result = Pending. indicates the status of the connection.

No further information available

Authentication pending

Authorization pending

Reserved

Table 5.6: Status values

5.4 CONFIGURATION REQUEST (CODE OXO4)

Configuration Request packets are sent to establish an initial logical link trans-

mission contract between two L2CAP entities and also to re-negotiate this con-

tract whenever appropriate. During a re-negotiation session, all data traffic on

the channel should be suspended pending the outcome of the negotiation.

Each configuration parameter in a Configuration Request is related exclusively

either with the outgoing or the incoming data traffic but not both of them. In

Sectiori 5 on 289. the various configuration parameters and their relation

to the outgoing or incoming data traffic are presented. If an L2CAP entity

receives a Configuration Request while it is waiting for a response it must not

block sending the Configuration Response, otherwise the configuration pro-

cess may deadlock.

If no parameters need to be negotiated, no options need to be inserted and the

C~bit should be cleared. LZCAP entities in remote devices MUST negotiate all

parameters defined in this document whenever the default values are not
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acceptable. Any missing configuration parameters are assumed to have their

most recentty (mutually) explicitly or implicitly accepted values. Event if all

default values are acceptable, a Configuration Request packet with no options

MUST be sent. implicitly accepted vaiues are any default values for the config-

uration parameters specified in this document that have not been explicitly

negotiated for the specific channel under configuration.

Each configuration parameter is one-directional and relative to the direction

implied by the sender of a Configuration Request. If a device needs to estab-

lish the value of a configuration parameter in the opposite direction than the

one implied by a Configuration Request, a new Configuration Request with the

desired value of the configuration parameter in it needs to be sent in the direc-

tion opposite the one used for the original Connection Request.

The decision on the amount of time (or messages) spent arbitrating the chan-

nel parameters before terminating the negotiation is left to the implementation
but it shall not last more than 120 Seconds.

tum defines the format of the Configuration Request packet.

Code=0xt‘_|4 Identifier

Destination CID

Figure 5. 6': Configuration Request Packet

- Length = UXOOO4 or more octets

0 Destination CiD (DCiD): 2 octets

The field contains the channel end-point on the device receiving this

Request packet.

Fiags: 2 octets

Figure 5.?’ display the two-octet Flags field. Note the most significant bit is
shown on the left.

Figure 5.7: Configuration Request Fiags fieid format

C — more configuration requests will follow when set to 1. This flag indicates

that the remote device should not enter OPEN state after agreeing to these

parameters because more parameter negotiations are being sent. Segment-
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ing the Configuration Request packet is necessary if the parameters exceed

the MTU$ig.

Other flags are reserved and should be cleared. L2CAP implementations

Should ignore these bits.

Configuration Options

The list of the parameters and their values to be negotiated. These are

defined in E3:-zction {S on 289. Configuration Requests may contain no

options (referred to as an empty or null configuration request) and can be

used to request a response. For an empty configuration request the length
field is set to 0)-(0004.
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5.5 CONFIGURE RESPONSE (cone oxos)

Configure Response packets MUST be sent in reply to Configuration Request

packets. Each configuration parameter value (if any is present) in a Configura-

tion Response reflects an ‘adjustment’ to a configuration parameter value that

has been sent (or, in case of default values. implied) in the corresponding Con-

figuration Request. Thus. for example, if a configuration parameter in a Config-

uration Request relates to traffic flowing from device A to device B, the sender

of the Configuration Response will only adjust (if needed) this value again for

the same traffic flowing from device A to device B. The options sent in the

Response depend on the value in the Result field. FE-;,=ure defines the for-

mat of the Configuration Response packet.

Code=0x05 Identifier

Source CID

Result

Figure 5.8: Configuration Response Packet

0 Length = 0x0006 or more octets

- Source CiD (SCiD): 2 octets

The field contains the channel end-point on the device receiving this

Response packet. The device receiving the Response must check that the

Identifier field matches the same field in the corresponding configuration

request command and the SCID matches its local CID paired with the origi-
nal DCID.

Fiags: 2 octets

Rigure 5.9 displays the two-octet Flags field. Note the most significant bit is
shown on the left.

Figure 5.9: Configuration Response Fiags fieid format

C — more configuration responses will follow when set to 1. This flag indi-

cates that the parameters included in the response are a partial subset of

parameters being sent by the device sending the Response packet.

Other flags are reserved and should be cleared. LZCAP implementations

should ignore these bits.
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- Resuit: 2 octets

The Result field indicates whether or not the Request was acceptable. See

Taste 5.?‘ for possible result codes.

Description

Success

Failure — unacceptable parameters

Failure — rejected (no reason provided)

Failure c unknown options

RESERVED

Table 5. 7: Configuration Response Resuit codes

- Configuration Options

This field contains the list of parameters being negotiated. These are

defined in Section 5 on page 289. On a successful result, these parameters

contain the return vatues for any wild card parameters (see Section 8.30:":

page 29”!) contained in the request.

On an unacceptable parameters failure (Resu|t=0xO0O1) the rejected

parameters should be sent in the response with the values that would have

been accepted if sent in the original request. Any missing configuration

parameters are assumed to have their most recently (mutually) accepted

values and they too can be included in the Configuration Response if need

to be changed. Recall that, each configuration parameter is one-directional

and relative to the direction implied by the sender of a Configuration

Request. Thus, if the sender of the Configuration Response needs to estab-

lish the value of a configuration parameter in the opposite direction than the

one implied by an original Configuration Request, a new Configuration

Request with the desired vaiue of the configuration parameter in it needs to

be sent in the direction opposite the one used for the original Connection
Request.

On an unknown option failure (Resu|t=0x0003), the option types not under-

stood by the recipient of the Request must be included in the Response.

Note that hints (defined in Ser:tér;n ti on page 2819). those options in the

Request that are skipped if not understood, must not be included in the

Response and must not be the sole cause for rejecting the Request.

The decision on the amount of time (or messages) spent arbitrating the

channel parameters before terminating the negotiation is left to the imple-
mentation.
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5.6 DISCONNECTION REQUEST (com: 01:06)

Terminating an L2CAP channel requires that a disconnection request packet

be sent and acknowledged by a disconnection response packet. Disconnection

is requested using the signalling channel since all other LZCAP packets sent to

the destination channel automatically get passed up to the next protocol layer.

Figure it displays a disconnection packet request. The receiver must ensure

both source and destination ClDs match before initiating a connection discon-

nection. Once a Disconnection Request is issued. all incoming data in transit

on this L2CAP channel will be discarded and any new additional outgoing data

is not allowed. Once a disconnection request for a channel has been received,

all data queued to be sent out on that channel may be discarded.

Code=0x06 Identifier

Destination CID

Figure 5. 10: Disconnection Request Packet

- Length = 0x0004 octets

- Destination CiD (DCID): 2 octets

This field specifies the end-point of the channel to be shutdown on the

device receiving this request.

Source CID (SCiD): 2 octets

This field specifies the endpoint of the channel to be shutdown on the

device sending this request.

The SCID and DCID are relative to the sender of this request and must

match those of the channel to be disconnected. If the DCID is not recog-

nized by the receiver of this message, a CommandReject message with

‘invalid CID’ result code must be sent in response. If the receivers finds a

DCID match but the SCID fails to find the same match, the request shoutd

be silently discarded.
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5.? DISCONNECTION RESPONSE (CODE OX0?)

Disconnection responses should be sent in response to each disconnection

request.

Code=0x0? Identifier
I

Destination CID

Figure 5.11: Disconnection Response Packet

- Length = OXOOO4 octets

- Destination CiD (DCID): 2 octets

This field identifies the channel end-point on the device sending the
response.

Source CiD (SCiD}: 2 octets

This field identifies the channel end-point on the device receiving the
response.

The DCID and the SCID (which are relative to the sender of the request).

and the identifier fields must match those of the corresponding disconnec-

tion request command. If the C|Ds do not match, the response should be

silently discarded at the receiver.

5.3 ECHO REQUEST (cone 0x08)

Echo requests are used to solicit a response from a remote L2CAP entity.

These requests may be used for testing the link or passing vendor specific

information using the optional data field. L2CAP entities MUST respond to well-

formed Echo Request packets with an Echo Response packet. The Data field

is optional and irnplementation-dependent. LZCAP entities should ignore the
contents of this field.

Code=ClxD8 Identifier

Data (optional)

Figure 5. 12: Echo Request Packet
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5.9 ECHO RESPONSE (com: 01:09)

Echo responses are sent upon receiving Echo Request packets. The identifier

in the response MUST match the identifier sent in the Request. The optional

and implementation-dependent data field may contain the contents of the data

field in the Request, different data. or no data at all.

Code=iJxU9 Identifier

Data (optional)

Figure 5.13: Echo Response Packet

5.10 INFORMATION REQUEST (CODE OXOA)

Information requests are used to solicit implementation-specific information

from a remote L2CAP entity. L2CAP entities MUST respond to well-formed

Information Request packets with an Information Response packet.

LSB bytt-:0 bytez byte3 MSB
Code=0xOi\ Identifier

|nfoT-ype

Figure 5. 14: information Request Packet

- Length = OXOOO2 octets

- infoType.' 2 octets

The |nfoType defines the type of implementation-specific information being
soiicited.

Connectionless MTU

Reserved

Tabie 5.8: info Type definitions
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5.11 INFORMATION RESPONSE (cone oxoe)

Information responses are sent upon receiving Information Request packets.

The identifier in the response MUST match the identifier sent in the Request.

The optional data field may contain the contents of the data field in the

Request. different data, or no data at all.

Coc|e=flx0B lcle ntifier

InfoType

Figure 5.15.’ information Response Packet

- infoType: 2 octets

Same value sent in the request.

- Result: 2 octets

The Result contains information about the success of the request. If result is

"Success", the data field oontains the information as specified in "table 5.16.

If result is "Not supported", no data should be returned.

R
Success

Not supported

Reserved

Table 5. 9: information Response Result values

- Data: 0 or more octets

The contents of the Data field depends on the |nfoType. For the Connection

MTU request, the data field contains the remote entity’s 2-octet acceptable
connectionless MTU.

lnfaType Data Length [In octets)
Conneclionless MTU 2

Table 5.10: lnformatlon Response Data fields
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6 CONFIGURATION PARAMETER OPTIONS

Options are a mechanism to extend the ability to negotiate different connection

requirements. Options are transmitted in the form of information elements com-

prised an option type, an option length, and one or more option data fields.

ure 6.”: illustrates the format of an option.

Figure 6.1: Configuration option format

- Type: 1 octet

The option type field defines the parameters being configured. The most sig-

nificant bit of the type determines the action taken if the option is not recog-

nized. The semantics assigned to the bit are defined below.

0 - option must be recognized; refuse the configuration request

1 - option is a hint; skip the option and continue processing

Length.’ 1 octet

The length field defines the number of octets in the option payload. So an

option type with no payload has a length of 0.

Option data

The contents of this field are dependent on the option type.

6.1 MAXIMUM TRANSMISSION UNIT (MTU)

This option specifies the payload size the sender is capable of accepting. The

type is 0x01, and the payload length is 2 bytes, carrying the two-octet MTU size

value as the only information element (see Figure on page

Since all LZCAP implementations are capable to support a minimum LBCAP

packet size, see Section at on page 2'52, MTU is not really a negotiated value

but rather an informational parameter to the remote device that the local device

can accommodate in this channel an MTU larger than the minimum required. In

the unlikely case that the remote device is only willing to send LZCAP packets

in this channel that are larger than the MTU announced by the local device,

then this Configuration Request will receive a negative response in which the
remote device will include the value of MTU that is indented to transmit. in this

case, it is implementation specific on whether the local device will continue the

configuration process or even maintain this channel.

The remote device in its positive Configuration Response will include the actual

MTU to be used on this channel for traffic flowing into the local device which is
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minimum{ MTU in config Req, outgoing MTU capability of remote device}. The

MTU to be used on this channel but for the traffic flowing in the opposite direc-

tion will be established when the remote device (with respect to this discussion)

sends its own Configuration Request as explained in Section 5.4 on page

Logical Link Cor.-troi and Adaptation Protocol Specification

0

I type=0x0'l |ength=2

Figure 6.2.’ MTU Option Format

- Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) Size: 2 octets

The MTU field represents the largest L2CAP packet payload, in bytes, that

the originator of the Request can accept for that channel. The MTU is asym-

metric and the sender of the Request shall specify the MTU it can receive on

this channel if it differs from the default value. LZCAP implementations must

support a minimum MTU size of 48 bytes. The default value is 672 bytes‘.

6.2 FLUSH TIMEOUT OPTION

This option is used to inform the recipient of the amount of time the originator’s

link controller! link manager will attempt to successfully transmit an L2CAP

segment before giving up and flushing the packet. The type is 0x02 and the

payload size is 2 octets.

0 31

:type=Ox02 |ength=2 | Flush Timeout |

Figure 6.3: Fit.-‘sh Timeout

- Fiush iimeout

This value represents units of time measured in milliseconds. The value of 1

implies no retransmissions at the Baseband level should be performed since

the minimum polling interval is 1.25 ms. The value of all ‘l's indicates an infi-
nite amount of retransmissions. This is also referred to as ‘reliable channel‘.

In this case, the link manager shall continue retransmitting a segment until

physical link loss occurs. This is an asymmetric value and the sender of the

Request shall specify its flush timeout value if it differs from the default value
of OXFFFF.

1. The default MTU was selected based on the payload carried by two Baseband DH5 pack-
ets {2*341=6B2) minus the Baseband ACL headers (2*2=4) and LZCAP header (6).
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6.3 QUALITY or SERVICE (QOS) OPTION

This option specifies a flow specification (fiowspec) similar to RFC 1363

If no 008 configuration parameter is negotiated the link should assume the

default parameters discussed below. The C108 option is type 0x03.

When included in a Configuration Request. this option describes the outgoing

traffic flow from the device sending the request to the device receiving it. When

included in a positive Configuration Response, this option describes the incom-

ing traffic flow agreement as seen from the device sending the response. When

included in a negative Configuration Response, this option describes the pre-

ferred incoming traffic flow from the perspective of the device sending the
response.

L2CAP implementations are only required to support ‘Best Effort’ service, sup-

port for any other service type is optional. Best Effort does not require any

guarantees. If no Q08 option is placed in the request, Best Effort must be

assumed. If any Q08 guarantees are required then a 008 configuration

request must be sent.

The remote device places information that depends on the value of the result

field, see Seciiori 5.5 on 283, in its Configuration Response. If the

request was for Guaranteed Service, the response shall include specific values

for any wild card parameters (see Token Rate and Token Bucket Size descrip-

tions) contained in the request. if the result is "Failure — unacceptable parame-

ters", the response may include a list of outgoing flowspec parameters and
parameter values that would make a new Connection Request from the local

device acceptable by the remote device. Both explicitly referenced in a Config-

uration Request or implied configuration parameters can be included in a Con-

figuration Response. Recall that any missing configuration parameters from a

Configuration Request are assumed to have their most recently (mutually)

accepted values. For both Best effort and Guaranteed service, when the Q08

option appears in the Configuration Response. "do not cares" shall be present

where they appeared in the Configuration Request.

31

0x03 iength=22 Flags service type ;

Token Rate

Token Bucket Size (bytes)

Peak Bandwidth fbytesisecond)

Latency (microseconds)

Delay Variation (microseconds)

Figure 6.4: Quaiity of Service Flow Specification
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- Fiags: ‘i octet

Reserved for future use and must be set to D.

- Service Type: 1 octet

This field indicates the level of service required. Taste 5.? defines the differ-
ent services available. If ‘No traffic' is selected. the remainder of the fields

may be ignored because there is no data being sent across the channel in

the outgoing direction.

If ‘Best effort’, the default value, is selected, the remaining fields should be

treated as hints by the remote device. The remote device may choose to

ignore the fields. try to satisfy the hint but provide no response (Q08 option

omitted in the Response message), or respond with the settings it wiil try to
meet.

No traffic

Best effort (Default)

Guaranteed

Reserved

Table 6. 1: Service type definitions

Token Rate: 4 octets

The value of this field represents the rate at which tratfic credits are granted

in bytes per second. An application may send data at this rate continuously.

Burst data may be sent up to the token bucket size (see below). Until that

data burst has been drained, an application must limit itself to the token rate.

The value 0x00000000 indicates no token rate is specified. This is the

default value and implies indifference to token rate. The value OXFFFFFFFF

represents a wild card matching the maximum token rate available. The

meaning of this value depends on the semantics associated with the service

type. For best effort, the value is a hint that the application wants as much

bandwidth as possible. For Guaranteed service the value represents the

maximum bandwidth available at the time of the request.

Token Bucket Size: 4 octets

The value of this field represents the size of the token bucket in bytes. If the

bucket is full, then applications must either wait or discard data. The value of

0x00000000 represents no token bucket is needed; this is the default value.

The value OXFFFFFFFF represents a wild card matching the maximum

token bucket available. The meaning of this value depends on the semantics

associated with the service type. For best effort, the value indicates the

application wants a bucket as big as possible. For Guaranteed service the

value represents the maximum buffer space available at the time of the

request.

Peak Bandwidth.’ 4 octets
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The value of this field, expressed in bytes per second, limits how fast pack-

ets may be sent back-to-back from applications. Some intermediate systems

can take advantage of this information, resulting in more efficient resource
allocation. The value of 0x00000000 states that the maximum bandwidth is

unknown, which is the default value.

Latency.‘ 4 octets

The value of this field represents the maximum acceptable delay between

transmission of a bit by the sender and its initial transmission over the air,

expressed in microseconds. The precise interpretation of this number

depends on the level of guarantee specified in the Class of Service. The

value OXFFFFFFFF represents a do not care and is the default value.

Delay Variation: 4 octets

The value of this field is the difference, in microseconds, between the maxi

mum and minimum possible delay that a packet will experience. This value

is used by applications to determine the amount of buffer space needed at

the receiving side in order to restore the original data transmission pattern.

The vaiue OXFFFFFFFF represents a do not care and is the default value.

6.4 CONFIGURATION PROCESS

Negotiating the channel parameters involves three steps:

1. Informing the remote side of the non~defau|t parameters that the local side

will accept

. Having the remote side agreeing or disagreeing to these values (including

the default ones); steps (1) and (2) may iterate as needed

. Repeat steps (1 ) and (2) for the reverse direction from the (previous) remote

side to the (previous) local side.

This process can be abstracted into a Request negotiation path and a

Response negotiation path.

6.4.1 Request Path

The Request Path negotiates the incoming MTU. flush timeout, and outgoing

flowspec. Tar-is defines the configuration options that may be placed in the

Configuration Request message and their semantics.

Parameter Description

Incoming MTU information

Outgoing flush timeout

Outgoing flow information.

Tabie 6.2: Parameters allowed in Request
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6.4.2 Response Path

The Response Path negotiates the outgoing MTU (remote side's incoming

MTU), the remote side's flush timeout, and incoming flowspec (remote side's

outgoing flowspec). If a request-oriented parameter is not present in the

Request message (reverts to default value), the remote side may negotiate for

a non-default value by including the proposed value in a negative Response
message.

Parameter Description

Outgoing MTU information

Incoming flush timeout

Incoming fiow information

Table 6.3: Parameters allowed in Response

6.4.3 Configuration State Machine

The configuration state machine shown below depicts two paths. Before leav-

ing the CON FIG state and moving into the OPEN state, both paths must reach

closure. The request path requires the local device to receive a positive

response to reach closure while the response path requires the local device to

send a positive response to reach closure.

CONFIG STA RI
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Figure 6. 5: Configuration State Machine

“I-xpfoeswdix A: ifioniiguration i»iiS{3s“ on page SE8 provides some configuration

examples.
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7 SERVICE PRIMITIVES

This section presents an abstract description of the services offered by L2CAP

in terms of service primitives and parameters. The service interface is required

for testing. The interface is described independently of any platform specific

implementation. All data values use Little Endian byte ordering.

7.1 EVENT INDICATION

Service In put Parameters Output Parameters

Eventlndication Event, Callback Result

Description:

The use of this primitive requests a callback when the selected indication Event
occurs.

Input Parameters:

Event Size: 2 octets

Value Descrlption

0x00 Reserved

0x01 L2CA_Connectl nd

0x02 L2CA_C0nfig I nd

0x03 L2CA_DEsoonnect| nd

0x04 L2CA_QoSViolation|nd

other Reserved for future use

Caliback Type: function

Event Callback Function Input Parameters

L2CA_Connect|nd BD_ADDR. CID. PSM, Identifier

L2CA_Configlnd CID. OutMTU, |nFlow. |nF|ushT0

L2CA_Disconnect|nd CID

L2CA_QoSviolation I nd BD_ADD R

l Output Parameters:Resuit Type: uint Size: 2 octets

l Value Description
OXOCIOO Event successfully registered

OXOOO1 Event registration failed
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7.1.1 L2CA_ConnectInd Callback

This callback function includes the parameters for the address of the remote

device that issued the connection request, the local CID representing the chan-

nel being requested, the Identifier contained in the request. and the PSM value

the request is targeting.

7.1.2 L2CA_Config|nd Callback

This callback function includes the parameters indicating the local CID of the

channel the request has been sent to, the outgoing MTU size (maximum

packet that can be sent across the channel) and the flowspec describing the

characteristics of the incoming data. All other channel parameters are set to

their default values if not provided by the remote device.

7.1.3 L2CA_Disconnect|nd Callback

This callback function includes the parameter indicating the local CID the

request has been sent to.

7.1.4 L2CA_QoSVio|ationInd Callback

This callback function includes the parameter indicating the address of the
remote Bluetooth device where the Q08 contract has been violated.

7.2 CONNECT

Output Parameters

LCID. Result. Status

Input Parameters

L2CA_ConnectReq PSM. BD_ADDR

Description:

This primitive initiates the sending of an L2CA_ConneCtReq message and

blocks until a corresponding L2CA__ConnectCfm(Neg) or L2CAw‘FmeOut|nd

message is received.

The use of this primitive requests the creation of a channel representing a logi-

cal connection to a physical address. Input parameters are the target protocol

(PSM) and remote device's 48-bit address (BD_ADDR). Output parameters are

the local CID (LCiD) allocated by the iocal LZCAP entity, and Resuit of the

request. If the Resuitindicates success, the t_CiD value contains the identifica-

tion of the local endpoint. Otherwise the LCiD returned should be set to 0. If

Resuit indicates a pending notification, the Status value may contain more

information of what processing is delaying the estabiishment of the connection.

Otherwise the Status value should be ignored.
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input Parameters:

PSM Type: uint Size: 2 octets

OXXXXX

Description

Target PSM provided for the connection

BD_ADDR Type: unit Size: 6 octets

l Value Description

i oxxxxxxxxxxxxx Unique Bluetooth address ot target device

Output Parameters:

LCID Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value

OXXXXX

Description

Channel ID representing local end-point of the communication channel if
Result = OXUUUO. otherwise set to E}.

Resuit Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Descrl ption

OXOOOO

OXOOO1

OXOOO2

0x0003-

OXEEEE

Connection successful and the CID identifies the local endpoint. Ignore Sta-
tus parameter

Connection pending. Check Status parameter for more information

Connection refused because no service for the PSM has been registered

Connection refused because the security architecture on the remote side
has denied the request

Connection timeout occurred. This is a result ofa timer expiration indication
being included in the connection confirm message

Status Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

OXOOOO

OXOOO1

OXDOOZ

No further information

Authentication pending

Authorization pending
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7.3 CONNECT RESPONSE

Service in put Parameters Output Parameters

L2CA_ConnectRsp BD_ADDR, Identifier. Result
LCID. Response. Status

Description:

This primitive represents the L2CA_ConnectRsp.

The use of this primitive issues a response to a connection request event indi-

cation. Input parameters are the remote device's 48-bit address, Identifier sent

in the request, local CID, the Response code, and the Status attached to the

Response code. The output parameter is the Result of the service request.

This primitive must be called no more than once after receiving the callback

indication. This primitive returns once the local L2CAP entity has validated the

request. A successful return does indicate the response has been sent over the
air interface.

Input Parameters:

BD_ADDR Type: unit Size: 6 octets

Value Description

OXXXXXXXXXXXXX Unique Bluetooth address of target device

identifier Size: 1 octetsType: uint

Value Description

0x)<X. This value must match the value received in the L2CA_ConnectInd event
described in Section 11.1 on page 298

t. CiD Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

OXXXXX Channel ID representing local end-point of the communication channel

Response Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

Connection successful

Connection pending

Connection refused —- PSM not supported

Connection refused — security block

Connection refused — no resources available

Other connection response code
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Status Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

OXOOUU No further information available

0x0001 Authentication pending

0x0O02 Authorization pending

DXXXXX Other status code

Output Parameters:

Resuit Type: uint Size: 2 octets

l Value Description
UXOUUU Response successfully sent

OXOOO1 Failure to match any outstanding connection request

7.4 CONFIGURE

Input Parameters Output Parameters

I l L2CA_ConfigReq CID, lnMTU. OutFiow. Result. lnMTU, OutFIow.0utF|ushTO. LinkTO OutF|ushTO

Description:

This primitive initiates the sending of an L2CA_ConfigReq message and blocks

until a corresponding L2CAWConfigCfm(Neg) or L2CA_'FmeOutlnd message is
received.

The use of this primitive requests the initial configuration (or reconfiguration) of

a channel to a new set of channel parameters. Input parameters are the local

CID endpoint, new incoming receivable MTU (lnMTU), new outgoing flow spec-

ification, and flush and link timeouts. Output parameters composing the

L2CA_ConfigCfm(Neg) message are the Result, accepted incoming

MTU(lnMTU), the remote side's flow requests. and flush and link timeouts.

Note that the output results are returned only after the local L2CAP entity tran-

sitions out of the CON FIG state (even if this transition is back to the CONFIG

state).

input Parameters:

CiD Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Val ue Descri pticn

OXXXXX Local CID
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inivi TU Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

OXXXXX Maximum transmission unit this channel can accept

OutFiow Type: Fiow Size: x octets

Value Description

tlowspec Quality of service parameters dealing with the traffic characteristics of the
outgoing data flow

OutFiush TO Size 2 octets

Value Description

OXXXXX Number of milliseconds to wait before an L2CAP packet that cannot be
acknowledged at the physical layer is dropped

0x000tJ Request to use the existing flush timeout value if one exists, otherwise the
default value (OXFFFF) will be used

0x00tJ1 Perform no retransmissions at the Baseband layer

0xFFFF Perform retransmission at the Baseband layer until the link timeout termi-
nates the channel

i_ini<TO Size 2 octets

Value Description

0xXXX)< Number of milliseconds to wait before terminating an unresponsive link

Output Parameters:

Result Size 2 octets

Description

Configuration is successful. Parameters contain agreed upon values

Failure — invalid CID

Failure — unacceptable parameters

Failure — signalling MTU exceeded

Failure — unknown options

Configuration timeout occurred. This is a result of a timer expiration indica-
tion being included in the configuration contirm

Size 2 octets

Description

Maximum transmission unit that the remote unit will send across this channel

(maybe less or equal to the lnMTU input parameter).
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OutFiow Size 2 octets

Value Description

Flowspec Quality of service parameters dealing with the traffic characteristics of the
agreed-upon outgoing data flow if Result is successful. Otherwise this rep-
resents the requested Quaiity of Service

OutFiush TO Size 2 octets

Value Description

OXXXXX Number of milliseconds before an L2CAP packet that cannot be acknowl-
edged at the physical layer is dropped. This value is informative of the
actual value that will be used for outgoing packets. It may be less or equal to
the OutFlushTO parameter given as input.

7.5 CONFIGURATION RESPONSE

In put Parameters Output Parameters

L2CA_ConfigRsp CID. OuttvlTU, lnFlow

Description:

This primitive represents the L2CAP_ConfigRsp.

The use of this primitive issues a response to a configuration request event

indication. Input parameters include the local CID of the endpoint being config-

ured, outgoing transmit MTU (which may be equal or less to the Outlv‘lTU

parameter in the L2CA__Config|nd event) and the accepted flowspec for incom~

ing traffic. The output parameter is the Result value.

input Parameters:

i. CID Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

OXXXXX Local channel identifier

OutMTU Type: uint

Value Description

UXXXXX Maximum transmission unit this channel will send

inFiow Type: Fiow Size: x octets

Value Description

Flowspec Quality of service parameters dealing with the traffic characteristics of the
incoming data flow
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Output Parameters:

Resuit Size 2 octets

Value Description

Configuration is successful. Parameters contain agreed upon values

Configuration failed - unacceptable parameters

Configuration failed — rejected

Configuration failed — invalid CID

Configuration failed — unknown options

Reserved

7.6 DISCONNECT

Input Parameters Output Parameters

L2CA_DisconnectReq

Description:

This primitive represents the L2CAP_DisconnectReq and the returned output

parameters represent the corresponding L2CAP_DisconnectRsp or the RTX

timer expiration.

The use of this primitive requests the disconnection of the channel. Input

parameter is the Cit) representing the local channel endpoint. Output parame-

ter is Resuit. Resuit is zero if a L2CAP_DisconnectRsp is received, othenivise a

non-zero value is returned. Once disconnection has been requested, no pro-

cess will be able to successfully read or write from the CID. Writes in progress

should continue to be processed.

Input Parameters:

CiD Type.‘ uint Size: 2 octets

Description

Channel ID representing local end-point of the communication channel

Output Parameters:

Resutt Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

Disconnection successful. This is a result of the receipt ofa disconnection
response message

Disconnection timeout occurred.
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7.7 WRITE

Service Input Parameters Output Parameters

L2CA_DataWn'te CID, Length. OutBuffer Size. Result

Description:

The use of this primitive requests the transfer of data across the channel. if the

length of the data exceeds the OutMTU then only the first OutMTU bytes are

sent This command may be used for both connection-oriented and connection-
iess traffic.

input Parameters:

CiD Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

OXXXXX Channel ID representing local end-point of the communication channel

Length Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

OXXXXX Size, in bytes, of the buffer where data to be transmitted are stored

OutBuffer Type: painter Size.‘ N/A

Value Description

NiA Address of the input buffer used to store the message

Output Parameters:

Size Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

UXXXXX The number of bytes transferred

Re-suit Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

0x0000 Successful write

Ox000‘i Error — Flush timeout expired

0x0002 Error -— Link termination {perhaps this should be left to the indication)
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7.8 READ

Service Input Parameters Output Parameters

L2CA_DataRead CID, Length, lnBuffer Result. N

Description:

The use of this primitive requests for the reception of data. This request returns

when data is available or the link is terminated. The data returned represents a

single LZCAP payload. if not enough data is available. the command will block

until the data arrives or the link is terminated. if the payload is bigger than the

buffer, only the portion of the payload that fits into the buffer will be returned,

and the remainder of the payload will be discarded. This command may be
used for both connection-oriented and connectionless traffic.

Input Parameters:

CiD Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Description

Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Description

Size. in bytes, of the buffer where received data are to be stored

Type.‘ pointer Size: N/A

Description

Address of the buffer used to store the message

Output parameters:

Resuit

Value Description

Success

Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Description

Number oi bytes transferred to |nBufter
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7.9 GROUP CREATE

Service In put Parameters Output Parameters

L2CA_GroupCreaie PSM CID

Description:

The use of this primitive requests the creation of a CID to represent a logical

connection to multiple devices. input parameter is the PSM value that the out-

going connectionless traffic is labelled with, and the filter used for incoming

traffic. Output parameter is the CiD representing the local endpoint. On cre-

ation, the group is empty but incoming traffic destined for the PSM value is
readable.

input Parameters:

PSM Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

UXXXXX Protocoliservice multiplexer value

Output Parameters:

CiD Type: uini Size: 2 octets

l Value Description
l OXXXXX Channel ID representing local end-point of the communication channei

7.10 GROUP CLOSE

 In put Parameters Output Parameters
L2CA_GroupC!ose CID

Description:

The use of this primitive closes down a Group.

input Parameters:

CiD Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

1 OXXXXX Channel ID representing local end-point of the communication channel
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Output Parameters:

Resuit Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

OXOOUU Successiul closure of the channel

DXOOO1 invalid CID

7.11 GROUP ADD MEMBER

Input Parameters

L2CA_GroupAddMember CID, BD_ADDR

Description:

Output Parameters

The use of this primitive requests the addition of a member to a group. The

input parameter includes the CID representing the group and the BD_ADDR of

the group member to be added. The output parameter Resuit confirms the suc-

cess or failure of the request.

Input Parameters:

CH3 Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

OXXXXX Channel ID representing local end-point of the communication channel

BD_ADDR Type: uint Size: 6 octets

Value Description

CIXXXXXXXXXXXXX Remote device address

Output Parameters:

Resuit Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

Success

Faiiure to establish connection to remote device

Reserved
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7.12 GROUP REMOVE MEMBER

Service In put Parameters Output Parameters

L2CA_GroupRemoveMember CID, BD_ADDR Result

Description:

The use of this primitive requests the removal of a member from a group. The

input parameters include the CID representing the group and BD_ADDR of the

group member to be removed. The output parameter Result confirms the suc-

cess or failure of the request.

input Parameters:

CiD Type.‘ uint Size: 2 octets

Description

OXXXXX Channel ID representing local end-point of the communication channel

BD_ADDR Type: uint Size: 6 octets

l Value Description
l OXXXXXXXXXXXXX Unique Bluetooth address device to be removed

Output Parameters:

Resuit Type: uint Size.‘ 2 octets

Value Description

OXOOUU S uccess

0x0-301 Failure — device not a member of the group

Other Reserved
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7.13 GET GROUP MEMBERSHIP

Service Input Parameters

L2CA_GroupMembership CID

Output Parameters

Result. N. BD_ADDR_Lst

Description:

The use of this primitive requests a report of the members of a group. The input

parameter CiD represents the group being queried. The output parameter

Result confirms the success or failure of the operation. If the Result is success-

fui, BD_ADDR_Lst is a list of the Biuetooth addresses of the N members of the
group.

Input Parameters:

CiD Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

UXXXXX Channel ID representing local end-point of the communication channel

Output Parameters:

Resuii‘ Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Description

Success

Failure — group does not exist

Reserved

N Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

OXUUUU-UXFFFF The number of devices in the group identified by the channel end-
point CID. If Result indicates failure, N should be set to 0

BD_ADDR_i_ist Type: pointer Size: N/A

Value Description

DXXXXXXXXXXXXX List of N unique Biueiooth addresses of the devices in the group
identified by the channel end-point CID. if Result indicates failure.
the all-zero address is the only address that should be returned
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7.14 PING

Service Input Parameters Output Parameters

L2CA_Ping BD_ADDR, ECHO_DATA, Length Result, ECHO_DATA, Size

Description:

This primitive represents the initiation of an L2CA_EchoReq command and the

reception of the corresponding L2CA_EchoRsp command.

input Parameters:

BD_ADDR Type: uint Size: 6 octets

Value Description

OXXXXXXXXXXXXX Unique Bluetooth address of target device.

ECHO_DATA Type: pointer Size: N/A

Value Description

NM The buffer containing the contents to be transmitted in the data
payload of the Echo Request command.

Length Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

UXXXXX Size, in bytes. of the data in the buffer.

Output Parameters:

Resuit Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

0x0000 Response received.

0x0001 Timeout occurred.

ECHO_DATA Type: pointer Size: N/A

Value Description

NA The buffer containing the contents received in the data payload of
the Echo Response command.

Type: uini Size: 2 octets

Description

Size. in bytes, of the data in the buffer.
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7.15 GETINFO

Service

L2CA_Getlnfo

Input Parameters Output Parameters

BD_ADDR, lnfoType Result. infoData, Size

Description:

This primitive represents the initiation of an L2CA_|nfoReq command and the

reception of the corresponding L2CA_|nfoRsp command.

Input Parameters:

BD_ADDR Type: unit Size: 6 octets

Value Description

DxXXXXXX)(>()<X)(X l Unique Bluetooth address of target device

infoType Type: unit Size: 2 octets

Description

Maximum connectionless MTU size

Output Parameters:

Result Size: 2 octetsType.‘ uint

Value Description

OXOOUU Response received

0><0001

0x0002

OXOOO3

Not supported

informational PDU rejected. not supported by remote device

iimeout occurred

infoData Type.‘ pointer Size: N/A

Value Description

NM The buffer containing the contents received in the data payload of the Infor-
mation Response command.

Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Description

Size. in bytes, of the data in the |nfoData buffer.
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7.16 DISABLE CONNECTIONLESS TRAFFIC

Service In put Parameters Output Parameters

L2CA_Disab|eCLT PSM Result

Description:

General request to disable the reception of connectionless packets. The input

parameter is the PSM value indicating service that should be blocked. This

command may be used to incrementally disable a set of PSM values. The use

of the ‘invalid’ PSM 0x0000 blocks all connectionless traffic. The output param-
eter Resuit indicates the success or failure of the command. A limited device

might support only general blocking rather than PSM-specific blocks and would

fail to block a single non-zero PSM value.

Input Parameters:

PSM Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Description

Block all connectionless traffic

Proiocoliservice Multiplexer field to be blocked

Output Parameters:

Resuit Size: 2 octets

Value Description

Successful

Failure — not supported
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7.1? ENABLE CONNECTIONLESS TRAFFIC

Service Input Parameters Output Parameters

L2CA_EnableC LT PSM Result

Description:

General request to enable the reception of oonnectionless packets. The input

parameter is the PSM value indicating the service that should be unblocked.

This command may be used to incrementally enable a set of PSM values. The

use of the ‘invalid’ PSM UXUOUU enables all oonnectionless traffic. The output

parameter Resuitindicates the success or failure of the command. A limited

device might support only general enabling rather than PSM-specific filters.

and would fail to enable a single non-zero PSM value.

Input Parameters:

PSM Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Description

Enable all connectionless traffic

Protocoliseniice Multiplexer field to enable

Output Parameters:

Resuit Type: uint Size: 2 octets

Value Description

Successful

Failure - not supported
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8 SUMMARY

The Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (LZCAP) is one of two link

level protocols running over the Baseband. L2CAP is responsible for higher

level protocol multiplexing, MTU abstraction, group management, and convey-

ing quality of service information to the link level.

Protocol multiplexing is supported by defining channels. Each channel is bound

to a single protocol in a many-to-one fashion. Multiple channels can be bound

to the same protocol, but a channel cannot be bound to multiple protocols.

Each LZCAP packet received on a channel is directed to the appropriate higher

level protocol.

L2CAP abstracts the variable-sized packets used by the Basehand Protocol

(rtage 33). It supports large packet sizes up to 64 kilobytes using a low-

overhead segmentation-and-reassembly mechanism.

Group management provides the abstraction of a group of units allowing more

efficient mapping between groups and members of the Bluetooth piconet.

Group communication is connectionless and unreliable. When composed of

only a pair of units, groups provide connectionless channel alternative to
L2CAP's connection-oriented channel.

LZCAP conveys Q08 information across channels and provides some admis-

sion control to prevent additional channels from violating existing Q03 con-
tracts.
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APPENDIX A: CONFIGURATION MSCS

The examples in this appendix describe a sample of the multiple possible con-

figuration scenarios that might occur. Currently, these are provided as sugges-

tions and may change in the next update of the Specification.

Figure l illustrates the basic configuration process. In this example, the devices

exchange MTU information. All other values are assumed to be default.

L2CA_Config Req
Option=DxCl1
[MTU=OxDDDDD1I'.l0] L26-*!F‘,Con :9 us L2CA__ConfigInd

L2CA_ConfigRsp
Flesul1=5ucI:e5s

L‘2CA_ConfigCfn1 L2CAP_Con!igRsp
L2CA_ConfigReq
OpI|un= D>tC|‘|
[MTU=Dx0t]CICIU200]

L2CA_ContlgInd L2CAP_CunIigReq

L2CA_ConfigRspRe:au|l=Suci:u5s

L"°"‘P-°°”"“R“’ ' L2CA conngcrm

Figure i: Basic MTU exchange

Figure-.= ii on 3'=E£= illustrates how two devices interoperate even though one

device supports more options than the other does. Device A is an upgraded

version. It uses a hypothetically defined option type 0x20 for link-level security.

Device B rejects the command using the Configuration Response packet with

result ‘unknown parameter‘ informing Device A that option 0x20 is not under-

stood. Device A then resends the request omitting option 0x20. Device B

notices that it does not need to such a large MTU and accepts the request but

includes in the response the MTU option informing Device A that Device B will

not send an L2CAP packet with a payload larger than 0x80 octets over this

channel. On receipt of the response, Device A could reduce the buffer allo-

cated to hold incoming trafflc.
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L2CA_C onfigfieq
O;:ri.|on=Dxfl‘|
[MTU=ClxDDl1El01 CICI]
Opi.|cm=Dx2U
[Data=DxFAl2DB23]

L2CAP_ConiigRoq L2C.A_ConfIg|nd

L2CA_C onfigfisp
Resu|l=Unlmown option
Option=0:20

L2CA_ConfigC1'rn L2CAP_Cun|'I9R5p

L2CA_C on1’:gReq
Opinn=0xU1

l""”=°"°°°°°‘°°1 L2CAP_ConiigRt:q LQCA Configlnd

L2CA_Conf|gRsp
l1esuIt=Sut:r:E5$
MTU =Ox0DDDDD30

L2CA_Conl'I gcfrn L2GAP_CoIiFagR5p l 1
L2C.F\_C onfigi-‘i Bq
Opl:on=DxO1

L2CA_configInd L2CAP_ConIigReq '"m"=°"°°°°°2°°}

L2CA_Config RspReau|t=Succe5s

L2CAP_CunFagl15D L2CA_ConfigCfm

Figure ii: Dealing with Unknown Options

i=a'gu:'e iii on page 32!} illustrates an unsuccessful configuration request. There

are two problems described by this example. The first problem is that the con-

figuration request is placed in an LZCAP packet that cannot be accepted by the

remote device, due to its size. The remote device informs the sender of this

problem using the Command Reject message. Device A then resends the con-

figuration options using two smaller L2CAP_ConfigReq messages.

The second problem is an attempt to configure a channel with an invalid CID.

For example device B may not have an open connection on that CID

(0x0123456? in this example case).
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L2CA_ConfIgReq

L2CJ\.P_ConI'ngRcq
|D=0:KI23-fl
DCI D= 0:0 ‘I 23456?
OpIion=OxDi
IMTU= 0.100000 1 O0]
Oplion=0x20
[D3132 BIG]

|_2cAP_cmaRcjocn
|D=0x123«‘-I
RcasoMDx0001
(MTU exceeded}DaIa=0x.BO

L2C.i\P_Con1'IgRaq|D=0'.KI235
DCID=D:-:0123-1-56?‘
OpIion=OxDf
[MTU=D:-K100001001
C 1159 set In 1

L2CA_ConfigCfmN eg L2CAP_Cmd I’-lcjocl L2[:AP_conngRc:;
'D=0-‘"235 |o=o»‘I236
Rwmr-=0*°°°2 lJCID=0x0123-I156?
tlnvatid CID] opunnmxzo

|DaIa=BlG]
L2CAP_CmnRc_iocl
ID =Ox1235
Rea5orI=Clx0D1'J2
[Invalid CID}

Figure iii: Unsuccessfui Configuration Request
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APPENDIX B: IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES

This section contains some guidelines for implementations. These guidelines

are not part of the compliance tests. At the moment they are simply sugges-

tions on how to solve some difficult problems.

RTX TIMER

implementations should not start this timer on an L2CAP Connection Request

packet unless the physical link has been established. Otherwise the Baseband

paging mechanism might increase the cost of the request beyond that of the

minimal timeout value. If an implementation performs some form of security

check it is recommended that the connection pending response he sent back

prior to any consultation with a security manager that might perform Baseband

authentication commands. If any security check requires user interaction, the

link might timeout waiting for the user to enter a PIN.

Q03 MAPPING TO LM AND LZCAP IMPLEMENTATIONS

Token Rate

The Link Manager (LM) should ensure data is removed from the transmission

buffer at this rate. The LM should ensure the polling interval is fast enough to

support this data rate. The polling interval should be adjusted if the packet type

changes. If the buffer overflows, and the service type is Guaranteed, a Q08

violation should be reported. If the service type is Best Effort. and a Token Rate

was non-zero, a Q08 violation should also be reported.

Given a Token Rate of UXFFFFFFFF, and Service Type of Guaranteed, the LM

should refuse any additional connections from remote devices and disable all

periodic scans.

Token Bucket Size

L2CAP implementations should ensure that a buffer meeting the size request

is allocated for the channei. If no buffer is available. and the service type is

Guaranteed. the request should be rejected. If no appropriately sized buffer is

available, and the service type is Best Effort, the largest available buffer should
be allocated.

Peak Bandwidth

if the token bucket buffer overflows, a Q03 violation should be raised.
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Latency

The LM shouid ensure the polling interval is at least this value. If the polling

interval necessary to support the token rate is less than this value, the smaller

interval should be used. If this interval cannot be supported, a Q08 violation
should be raised.

Delay Variation

The LM may ignore this value because there is no clear mapping between

LZCAP packet delays and the necessary polling interval without requiring the

LM to comprehend the length field in L2CAP packets.

COLLISION TABLES

Current Value Requested Value

X X

Y If (X < Y} then X. else Y

Table ii.’ Resuit of Second Flush Timeout Request
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The service discovery protocol (SDP) provides a means for applications to dis-
cover which services are available and to determine the characteristics of

those available services.

1.2 MOTIVATION

Service Discovery in the Bluetooth environment, where the set of services that

are available changes dynamically based on the RF proximity of devices in

motion, is qualitatively different from service discovery in traditional network-

based environments. The service discovery protocol defined in this specifica-

tion is intended to address the unique characteristics of the Bluetooth environ-

ment. See V-Kgigzendix A Ea-::kg:'ci,:ri::I tnforrnal:ion,“ on page 3'Z{.'=, for further

information on this topic.

1.3 REQUIREMENTS

The following capabilities have been identified as requirements for version 1.0

of the Service Discovery Protocol.

1. SDP shall provide the ability for clients to search for needed services based

on specific attributes of those services.

. SDP shall permit services to be discovered based on the class of service.

. SDP shall enable browsing of services without a priori knowledge of the spe-
cific characteristics of those services.

. SDP shall provide the means for the discovery of new services that become

avaiiable when devices enter RF proximity with a client device as well as

when a new service is made available on a device that is in RF proximity
with the client device.

. SDP shall provide a mechanism for determining when a service becomes

unavailable when devices leave RF proximity with a client device as well as

when a service is made unavailable on a device that is in RF proximity with
the client device.

. SDP shall provide for services, classes of services, and attributes of ser-

vices to be uniquely identified.

. SDP shall allow a client on one device to discover a service on another

device without consuiting a third device.

8. SDP should be suitable for use on devices of limited complexity.

9. SDP shall provide a mechanism to incrementally discover information about

the services provided by a device. This is intended to minimize the quantity
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of data that must be exchanged in order to determine that a particular ser-

vice is not needed by a client.

10.SDP should support the caching of service discovery information by inter-

mediary agents to improve the speed or efficiency of the discovery process.

11 .SDP shouid be transport independent.

12.SDP shall function while using L2CAP as its transport protocol.

13.SDP shall permit the discovery and use of services that provide access to

other service discovery protocols.

14.SDP shat! support the creation and definition of new services without requir-

ing registration with a central authority.

1.4 NON-REQUIREMENTS AND DEFERRED REQUIREMENTS

The Bluetooth SIG recognizes that the following capabilities are related to ser-

vice discovery. These items are not addressed in SDP version 1.0. However,

some may be addressed in future revisions of the specification.

1. SDP 1.0 does not provide access to services. It only provides access to
information about services.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide brokering of services.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide for negotiation of service parameters.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide for billing of service use.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide the means for a client to control or change the

operation of a service.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide an event notification when services, or information

about services, become unavailable.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide an event notification when attributes of services
are modified.

. This specification does not define an application programming interface for
SDP.

. SDP 1.0 does not provide support for service agent functions such as ser-

vice aggregation or service registration.
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1.5 CONVENTIONS

1.5.1 Bit And Byte Ordering Conventions

When multiple bit fields are Contained in a single byte and represented in a

drawing in this specification, the more significant (high-order) bits are shown

toward the left and less significant (low-order) bits toward the right.

Multiple-byte fields are drawn with the more significant bytes toward the left

and the less significant bytes toward the right. Multiple-byte fields are trans-

ferred in network byte order. See Eieczticm 4.1 Transfer 3”-iyte {)2-der on page 344.
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2 OVERVIEW

Bluetooth-

2.1 SDP CLIENT-SERVER INTERACTION

Client Server

Application Application

SDP requests
 ’

SDP responses
(T

Figure 2.1:

The service discovery mechanism provides the means for client applications to

discover the existence of services provided by server applications as well as

the attributes of those services. The attributes of a service include the type or

class of service offered and the mechanism or protocol information needed to
utilize the service.

As far as the Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) is concerned. the configuration

shown in Figure 1 may be simplified to that shown in Figure 2.

SDP requests

SDP responses

Figure 2.2:
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